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An active area in chemical engineering information processing is called Gross Error 
Detection (GED). GED identifies and corrects inaccurate estimation of process variables 
caused by physical conditions such as biased measurements or process leaks. Chemical 
processes require accurate process data (temperatures, pressures, flowrates, mass fractions, 
tank levels, etc.) in order to achieve optimal performance. Thus it is important to identify 
and correct measurement errors of process variables. 
The major objective of this work is to develop statistical techniques that detect and 
identify biased measured variables when physical constraints (material and energy 
balances) are bilinear. A common source of bilinear constraints in chemical processes is 
component material balances. Constraints are bilinear when two measured variables (each 
with a power of I) are multiplied by one another. Bilinear Constraints are statistically 
more complex than linear constraints because the normality assumption is no longer valid. 
GED for bilinear constraints can not consider the product of variables to be normally 
distributed, even though GED for linear constraints typically assumes the individual 
variables are normally distributed. 
GED methods have been used in the chemical process industry for over thirty 
years. However they have not seen widespread use because of poor performance and 
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inaccurate theoretical support for common process conditions such as dynamic conditions 
or nonlinear physical constraints. 
GED methods before 1992 could not successfully control type I and type II errors 
in most conditions, and their estimates could be very inaccurate when several biased 
measurements were present, Rollins and Davis (1992) introduced a GED approach that 
can obtain unbiased estimates and 100(1 - a)% confidence intervals for true values of 
process variables when biased measurements are present. Their work includes a - level 
tests and appropriate power functions to control type I and type II errors. Although this 
approach does dramatically improve performance, it is limited to linear constraints and 
pseudo-steady state conditions. 
Rollins and Roelfs (1992) developed two GED techniques for addressing bilinear 
constraints. They called one technique the linearization approach (LA), this technique 
linearizes the constraints using a Taylor series expansion. The second technique, which 
they called the two-stage approach (TSA), first estimates total flow variables using the 
overall mass balances, as done in Rollins and Davis (1992), then uses these values in the 
bilinear constraints with the assumption that these values are without error. Thus, this 
approach assumes that the bilinear constraints are stochastically linear and uses linear 
statistical assumptions in carrying out GED analysis. While these two techniques were 
shown to be capable of highly accurate performance in identifying biased measurements 
and estimating process variables, performance deteriorates as the degree of bilinearity 
increases. 
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When the degree of bilinearity is small, it will probably be reasonable to assume 
normality. The LA and the TSA described above can be used to reduce the effect of the 
bilinear conditions and use normal theory for testing statistical hypotheses. However, 
when the bilinearity is significant, it may be unacceptable to use these two techniques. 
Thus, new techniques are needed that work well when the degree of bilinearity is 
significant. 
This work proposes several new techniques to detect and identify measurement 
biases in chemical processes. The objective of each of these techniques is to develop 
a - level hypothesis tests for the detection and identification of measurement bias. These 
new techniques along with the TSA and the LA are compared in a Monte Carlo simulation 
study to determine which techniques perform best under a variety of process conditions. 
In this study, the size of the bias, the location of the bias, the sample size, and the level of 
significance (a - level) are varied. 
Although this work is described in the context of component mass balances, we 
would like to note our treatment is applicable to any situation involving bilinear 
constraints. Also note that the scope of this work is restricted to pseudo steady state 
conditions (variation around a fixed state). 
1.2 The Importance of Accurate Process Data 
The technological progress of computers in recent years has resulted in a 
tremendous increase in the amount of process instrumentation and automated data 
acquisition in chemical processes. This has led to large process data bases containing 
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variables such as temperatures, pressures, flowrates, mass fractions, and tank levels. 
However, unreliable data will not be used with confidence since inaccurate process data 
can lead to low yield, poor quality, low productivity, and unsafe conditions. 
Inaccurate measuring instruments, reading and recording errors made by operators, 
and laboratory analyses from poorly calibrated instruments can cause large (i.e., gross) 
measurement errors in process data. Gross errors are "outliers" or "extreme observations" 
that deviate far from their true value. These errors can be either random errors, which are 
commonly assumed to be independent and normally distributed with zero mean, or 
systematic errors. Systematic errors in process measurements are measurements that 
consistently over-estimate or under-estimate the true value and are typically caused by 
miscalibration or equipment failures. 
1.3 Data Reconciliation (DR) 
In the assumed absence of systematic errors, chemical engineers often use 
constrained estimation to improve the accuracy of process variables and obtain estimates 
that satisfy the constraint equations. The task of obtaining estimates that satisfy physical 
constraints is called data reconciliation (DR) in the chemical engineering literature. 
Statistical methods are often used in DR and typically involve the minimization of an 
objective fiinction. 
In the absence of measurement biases and process leaks, DR is a powerful tool to 
obtain accurate estimates of process variables. However, when large systematic errors 
exist, adjustment of process variables by DR can produce biased estimates. The existence 
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of large systematic errors can cause reconciled values to be more inaccurate than measured 
values. Therefore, accurate DR depends greatly on identification and correction of process 
variables with gross measurement biases. 
1.4 Gross Error Detection (GED) 
The process of detecting, identifying, and correcting systematic measurement errors 
is called gross error detection (GED). More specifically, the three main objectives of 
GED are to: 
• Detect the presence of gross measurement errors 
• Identify which process measurements contain gross errors 
• Correct (i.e. accurately estimate) measured values of process variables, which may 
require accurate estimation of the magnitudes of measurement biases and process 
leaks 
The development of successful GED techniques that can be easily implemented in industry 
will be a significant aid in operating a process correctly. 
1.5 Bilinear Constraints 
Gross Error Detection (GED) has been used for many years to detect, identify, and 
correct systematic biases in process measurements. However, GED has not seen 
widespread use due to many theoretical limitations. Before GED can be implemented in 
chemical processes, it needs to be extended to fit more complicated conditions such as, 
nonlinear constraints or dynamic conditions. 
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Bilinear constraints are a special case of nonlinear restrictions in which the 
equations includes linear combinations of products of process measurements. For 
example, component mass balances are formed by linear combinations of the products of 
mass flow rates times the component percentages. Another example of bilinear constraints 
is energy balances without phase changes. 
From a statistical point of view, the product of two random variables is bilinear 
because the error term of die product is bilinear. For example, let X = 
Y = + ^Y» where /x is a constant mean value and € is a normally distributed random 
variable. Then S = XY = (fix + ex)(MY ^y) ~ MxA^y ^xMy ^yMx + ^x^y- Ths 
random variable S is not linear because of the CxCy term. 
This work will focus on GED with the common process condition of bilinear 
constraints, in the hope that working specifically with bilinear constraints will give more 
accurate results than working with the more general case of nonlinear constraints. 
1.6 Objectives and Scope of this Work 
The purpose of this work was to develop the theoretical work of Gross Error 
Detection (GED) in order to develop more accurate statistical testing procedures when 
process constraints are bilinear. The following process conditions and model assumptions 
define the scope of the proposed research: 
1. Pseudo-steady state 
2. Linear and bilinear constraints 
3. Normally distributed measurement error 
4. Non-serially correlated data (i.e., white noise only) 
5. Known diagonal measurement error variance-covariance matrix 
6. No process leaks and 
7. No missing measurements. 
Items 5, 6, and 7 in the above list are not restrictive assumptions since the process 
measurement model can be adapted to fit these situations, but these assumptions are made 
for simplicity and convenience. 
This research discusses the development and evaluation of several new techniques 
for the identification of systematic errors for bilinear constraints. Specifically, the Square 
Method (SQM) and the Sphere Method (SPM) were developed without requiring 
simplifying distributional assumptions as done in the TSA and the LA. The SQM 
essentially develops conservative confidence intervals for a parameter of interest. The 
SPM utilizes Lagrangian Multipliers as well as the chi-square distribution to develop 
1(X)(1 - a)% confidence intervals for the parameter of interest. This parameter of interest 
is a linear combination of products of mean process values and is described in detail in 
later chapters. Both the SQM and the SPM consider the bounds of their confidence 
interval to determines if a bias exists (detection) and to determine the location of the bias 
(identification). 
A testing procedure based on asymptotic theory, the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT), 
is also developed and evaluated. Other techniques develop confidence intervals based on 
the natural selection of the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) and the natural pivotal 
quantity (NPC^) are developed. Proofs are given that the distributions of these two 
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quantities, the (MLE) and the (NPQ), cannot be used to develop exact 100(1 - a)% 
confldence intervals for the parameter of interest. Finally, the Rotated Square Method 
(RSM) is developed which essentially rotates the conservative confidence region developed 
by the SQM. This method also guarantees at least a - level hypothesis tests and at least 
100(1 - a) % confidence intervals. 
After discussing the development of each of these techniques, a comparison is done 
with the new techniques, the SQM, the SPM, the LRT, and the ROT as well as the LA and 
the TSA in order to evaluate performance. This comparison involves a simulation smdy of 
each technique under varying conditions. These conditions include the magnitude and 
location of the measurement bias, the level of test significance (i.e. the a - level), and the 
sample size. Evaluation of the Square Method, the Sphere Method, the Rotated Square 
Method, and the Likelihood Ratio Test has shown that all of the techniques have good 
detection and identification ability and the choice of which technique to use will depend on 
the interests of die engineer. For all these techniques, the correction step of GED can be 
accomplished using the methods given in Rollins and Roelfs (1992). Thus, this work has 
developed accurate statistical GED techniques that can be easily implemented into chemical 
processes. 
The chapters of this thesis are divided in the following manner. Chapter II is a 
review of past DR and GED work involving linear and bilinear constraints. The review 
includes a description of the techniques used and some of their limitations. Chapter III 
introduces the first three proposed techniques for GED when constraints are bilinear, the 
SQM, the SPM, and the LRT. A comparison of the SQM, the SPM, and the LRT as well 
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as the TSA and the LA is given in Chapter IV. Chapter V introduces techniques that 
develop confidence intervals involving the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimate 
and the natural pivotal quantities. Chapter V also shows that these techniques produce 
infinite upper and lower confidence bounds. Chapter VI introduces an approach, the 
RSM, that is motivated by the SQM developed in Chapter III and the distribution of the 
MLE developed in Chapter V. Chapter VII closes with some comments and suggestions 
for future research. 
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CHAPTERn 
PREVIOUS WORK IN GED 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a summary of past and current data reconciliation (DR) and 
gross error detection (GED) work for steady state conditions when constraints are 
nonlinear (which includes bilinear). The strengths and limitations of these approaches will 
also be discussed. 
This chapter begins with a description of the process model for linear constraints 
(in Section 2.2) and shows its relationship to measurement biases. Sections 2,3, 2.4, 2.5, 
and 2.6 review previous work in DR and GED. Section 2.3 gives a literamre review of 
data reconciliation for linear and nonlinear constraints. Statistical hypothesis testing 
applied to the detection of systematic biases for processes with linear constraints is 
described in Section 2.4. Sections 2.5 discusses hypothesis tests that are used to identify 
the location of biased measurements for processes with linear constraints. Finally, Section 
2.6 reviews GED techniques for bilinear and nonlinear constraints. 
2.2 Steady State Process Model 
The foundation of statistical GED is the measurement model. The measurement 
model for linear constraint conditions is given as 
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where the linear (total mass balance) constraint equations can be written as 
= 0 (2) 
In Eq. (1), X is a p X 1 random vector of process variable measurements, is a p x 1 
unknown vector of their true mean values, 6x is a p x 1 vector of magnitudes of 
measurement biases, 6x is a p x 1 vector of random measurement errors, and p is the 
number of streams in the process. Also, A is a known q x p constraint matrix with q 
equal to the number of nodes (interconnecting units) within the process. The measurement 
error term, ex, is assumed to be p-variate normally distributed with mean 0 and known 
variance-covariance matrix Sx. 
Consider the following example of a process network with five streams and two 
nodes (p = 5 and q = 2), shown in Figure 2.1. 
1 k A 3 k B w w 
Figure 2.1: Example of a process network 
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For the process model given in Figure 2,1, XisaSx 1 vector of process 
measurements. Eq. (3) gives the total mass balances (the linear constraints) on each node 
for the process given in Figure 2.1. Note that each row of the constraint matrix A 
corresponds to a node, each column corresponds to a stream, and each element of A 
represents the flow of each stream with the appropriate node. The element 1 in the matrix 
A represents an inflow and the element -1 represents an outflow. 
Afij, = 1 1 - 1 0  0  
0  0  1 1 - 1  
1^X3 = 0 (3, 
1^X4 
Eq. (3) can also be written as 
f'xi * f^X2 - 1^X3 - ^ 
f'xs * 1^X4 - = 0. 
(4) 
Note that 
E\X'\ = 0^ = + 6 x (5) 
and, hence, on the average, X will systematically deviate from the true total mass flow, 
Hx-, when 6x '' 0. 
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2.3 Data Reconciliation (DR) 
Historically, modem data reconciliation (DR) can be traced back to the early 
1960*s (Kuehn and Davidson, 1961; Reilly and Carpani, 1963; and Ripps, 1965). Since 
there is a strong relationship in DR and GED in the chemical engineering literamre, it is 
worth mentioning several important papers addressing DR techniques. DR has been 
applied to steady state situations with linear constraints (Almasy and Sztano, 1975; Crowe 
et al., 1983; Crowe, 1988; Serth and Heenan 1986; and Tamhane and Mah, 1985) and to 
nonlinear constraints (Britt and Leuclce, 1973; Crowe, 1986; Ramamurthi and Bequette, 
1991; Kim et al., 1991; Tjoa and Biegler, 1991; Liebman and Edgar, 1992). These 
techniques estimate the true values of process measurements assuming only random 
measurement error exists. 
In the case of nonlinear constraints for steady state processes, numerical techniques 
have been relied upon to solve the constrained least squares DR problem. Several p^ers 
have described ways to improve computational speed, which would be especially beneficial 
for large process networks (Britt and Leucke, 1973; Knepper and Gorman, 1980; 
Stephenson and Shewchuk, 1986; Pai and Fisher, 1988; Tjoa and Biegler, 1991). 
Although some of these techniques have been extended to GED, none have confronted 
statistical inference from the standpoint of probability distributions for nonlinear random 
variables contained in process constraints. 
Some work has been done to apply DR to non-steady state systems for linear 
constraints (Almasy, 1990; Narasimhan and Mah, 1988; Rollins and Devenathan, 1993) 
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and for non-linear constraints (Kim et al., 1990; Liebman et al., 1992; Ramamurthi and 
Baquette, 1991; and Tamhane and Mah, 1985). 
2.4 Statistical Hypothesis Testing for Detection of Systematic Biases 
One advantage of statistical decision-making is that it involves the use of a test 
statistic and a critical value to make decisions while controlling the probability of an 
incorrect conclusion. The value of a test statistic depends on the measured data and has a 
known distribution. The critical value (set by the analyst) is based on this known 
distribution and a chosen level of significance, a. Thus statistical hypothesis testing 
provides a decision base for conclusions in the presence of measurement bias. If the value 
of the test statistic is greater than the chosen critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected in 
favor of the alternate hypothesis. 
As previously mentioned, detection, identification, and correction are the three 
tasks of GED. Detection is the determination of whether at least one systematic bias exists 
in the process (i.e. 6x * 0). Identification is the determination of which elements of 6x 
are nonzero, and correction is the estimation of accounting for 6^ '' 0. For statistical 
GED, detection and identification are based on hypothesis testing. The null hypothesis for 
detection is given as Hq: 6x = 0, and its alternate hypothesis is H,: 6^ * 0. 
A statistical test to detect systematic errors is called the global test (GT). For the 
conditions given in Section 2.2, the global chi-square test appeared as early as 1963 (Reilly 
and Carpani, 1963). Rollins (1990) derived this test using the following transformation of 
the measurement model (Eq. 1) 
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r = AX. ( 6 )  
Note that r is a qxl random vector with a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and 
variance-covariance matrix 
The a-level GT is to reject Hq: 6x = 0 in favor of H,: 6* '' 0 if and only if 
(7) 
( 8 )  
where Xq.a' is the upper (lOOa)th percentile of the Xq" distribution. Gt is the test statistic 
and Xq.a' is the critical value. Equation (9) shows that the null hypothesis Hq: A0x = 0 is 
equivalent to Hq: = 0, when there is no error cancellation.' 
A0^ = 
1 1 - 1 0  0  
0  0  1 1 - 1  
f'xi * ^X1 
1^X2 * ^X2 
/*XJ * ^X3 
t'x4 * ^X4 
f'xs * ^XS (9) 
^XI * ^X1 * 1^X2 ^ ^X2 - (^X3 - ^X3 
1^X3 * ^X3 * ^X4 ~ f^XS "  ^ X5 
^ Error cancellation occurs when nonzero biases sum to zero (see Rollins and Davis, 
1992). 
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^ja * ^X2 ~ ^X3 
5 . 6 X4 6 X5 
( 9 )  
0 
iff 6^ = 0 
0 
2.5 Statistical Hypothesis Testing for Identification of Systematic Biases 
When the GT indicates that 6x = 0, the conclusion is that there are no systematic 
errors in any of the process variables. However, if the counter conclusion is made (i.e., 
Hq: 6x = ® is rejected), the GT does not indicate which measurements are biased. In 
order to identify the location of the systematic biases, it is necessary to determine which 
specific components of 6x are nonzero. 
The first statistical GED technique that was used to identify which components of 
6x are nonzero was the component test (CT), Stanley and Mah (1976). This technique 
tested nodes for closure with the following test statistic 
Here, rj is the jth element of r and is the jth diagonal element of S,, the variance-
covariance matrix of r. Under the null hypothesis, the test statistic follows a standard 
normal distribution. When the null hypothesis is rejected, the conclusion is that one or 
more of the measurements associated widi the jth node are biased. They only test whether 
j -1,.. (10) 
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at least one bias exists in a certain combination of measurements (i.e., tliose measurements 
that are connected to nodes that are involved in the CT). The CT's are performed around 
nodes or a combination of nodes, and may not show specifically which measurement is 
biased, but they reduce the scope to only the measurements associated with a specific node. 
Much of the work done in statistical GED is based on the measurement test (MT). 
Mah and Tamhane (1982) presented the MT as an improvement over the GT and the CT, 
because the MT has a test for each measurement. This leads to direct identification of 
biases specific to each measurement. Mah and Tamhane (1982) have given the test statistic 
to be 
z, = (11) 
which follows a standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis. In vector form d, 
which has the dj's as its elements is given as: 
d - - AP 
Here, ajg is the ith diagonal element of Note that there is a test for each of the p 
measurements. Rollins and Davis (1992) have shown that the MT does not maintain an 
overall level of significance (a) under the condition of multiple biases and leaks. This test 
tends to conclude that several measurements are biased when they are not. Note that the 
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deterministic solution of the MT is incorrect since E(d) = A^(A2JxA^)"'Aptx * 0 when 
6=0. 
In an effort to reduce the high type I error levels, several serial strategies have been 
developed to improve the MT. In one strategy, called the serial elimination strategy 
(Romagnoli and Stephanopolous, 1981; Rosenberg, 1987; Serth and Heenan, 1986), only 
one measurement at each iteration is identified as having a bias. This is the measurement 
with the largest MT value above the critical value. This measurement is then excluded 
from the analysis and the process is repeated until no bias is detected (i.e., until die largest 
test statistic value is less than the critical value). 
Another popular strategy is called the serial compensation strategy (Narasimhan and 
Mah, 1987). As in the serial elimination strategy, measurements are serially removed 
based on the largest value of the test statistic that exceeds the critical value. However, in 
this strategy, an estimate for the magnitude of the bias is computed and used to compensate 
for the bias at each step. In this repetitive process, a measured variable is adjusted only 
once. 
Crowe et. al. (1983) extended the MT to estimate unmeasured process parameters. 
A matrix projection technique was used to estimate unmeasured process parameters that 
were given in the constraint equations. 
Narasimhan and Mah (1987) have shown that both of these serial strategies can still 
have high type I errors in the presence of multiple biases. This is not surprising since 
these techniques are based on the MT. Also, their estimators can be significantiy biased in 
the presence of multiple biased measurements (Rollins 1990). 
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Tamhane et al. (1988) introduced a Bayesian approach to identify systematic biases 
in a chemical process. Tamhane et al. (1988) have shown that diis technique relies heavily 
on accurate estimates in the prior distribution and only performs better than the MT in 
cases with very few systematic errors and these errors must be identified as soon as they 
occur. 
Another GED approach was presented by Tjoa and Biegler (1991) using a 
contaminated Gaussian distribution (for a description of a contaminated Gaussian 
distribution see Biclcel and Doksum, 1977). In order to obtain an unbiased estimator, this 
approach requires each measured variable to be unbiased at least part of die time data are 
taken. However, if some measurements are biased during the entire time data are 
collected, an accurate estimate of the process variables will not be possible. Since 
measured variables typically remain biased until they are identified and corrected, the 
more practical approach appears to be an assumption that a variable is biased over the total 
data collection period. Thus, it is often not advantageous to use a contaminated 
distribution. 
The techniques discussed up to this point have tiie following limitations: 
• high type 1 or type II errors when multiple gross errors are present, 
• biased estimators, 
• estimators that are not statistically consistent, and 
• no measure for the quality of estimators. 
Rollins and Davis (1992) presented the Unbiased Estimation Technique (UBET) 
tiiat addressed the four limitations above. The scope of tiiis approach consisted of steady 
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state conditions, normally distributed white noise for measurement errors, multiple 
measurement biases and process leaks, and linear constraints. Rollins and Davis (1992) 
used the global test given earlier, developed two new component tests and developed the 
appropriate power functions. The UBET has been extended to situations with the variance-
covariance matrix known and unknown, Rollins and Davis (1993). 
The UBET is the only known GED technique that gives unbiased estimates when 
multiple biases exist. Without an unbiased estimate of 6x, it is doubtful process variables 
can be reconciled accurately in most cases. Therefore, it would seem advantageous for 
chemical plants to use techniques that give unbiased estimates. However, before the 
UBET is implemented into a chemical process, extensions must be made to account for 
common process conditions such as bilinear and nonlinear constraints. 
An identification technique, the linear combination technique (LCT), using the 
equations of the UBET can be seen in Rollins et. al. (1994). In this technique a series of 
null hypotheses, Hq: ?^A6x = 0, where ? is a chosen qxl vector of ones and zeros which 
represent specific linear combinations of nodes. 
For example, to identify a biased measurement in stream 3, (i.e. 5^ * 0), in 
Figure 2.1, we can use the following two hypothesis tests, (choosing 8"^ = [1 0] and [1 1]) 
Ho' [1 0] A0X = Mxi ^X1 ^X2 ^X2 " ~ ^X3 
= 6x1 ^X2 " Sx3 
Ho* [1 1] A0X ~ 6x1 ^X2 " ^X3 ^X3 ^X4 " ^X5 
= 6x1 ^X2 ^X4 " ^X5 ~ 0 
Because of the assumption of no error cancellation these hypothesis tests are equivalent to 
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HQ' [1 0] A6x = 6x1 ~ 6x2 ~ 6x3 ~ ® 
HqI [1 I] A6x = 6x1 = 6x2 = 6x4 = 6x5 = 0 
If the first hypothesis test is rejected, it is determined that at least one of the biases, 6x], 
6x2, and 6x3, is nonzero. In other words, at least one of the three total mass flow 
measurements, (X,, X,, or X3) is biased. If the second hypothesis test fails to reject the 
null hypothesis, it is decided that 6x1 = 6x2 = 6x4 = 6x5 = 0. Incorporating these two 
results allows the conclusion that X3 is the one and only measurement with a bias. 
Thus, a wise selection of a series of such hypothesis tests will allow the 
identification of as many biased measurements as possible. This selection of appropriate 
hypothesis tests is called the linear combination technique (LCT). Rollins et al. (1994) has 
shown that the LCT is able to reduce the number of tests needed, which improves 
performance and computational speed. 
2.6 Bilinear and Nonlinear Constraints 
Some of the previous GED techniques for linear constraints have been extended to 
nonlinear constraints. Crowe (1986) extended his matrix projection technique for linear 
constraints to the case of bilinear constraints. Pai and Fisher (1988) extended the 
techniques developed by Crowe to the more general case of nonlinear constraints. 
Tamhane and Mah (1985) expanded the MT to include bilinear constraints. Finally, 
Rollins and Roelfs (1992) developed two new techniques as an extension of the UBET to 
the case of bilinear constraints. 
Note that the previous techniques, except for Rollins and Roelfs (1992), depend on 
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the MT. Since the deterministic solution of the MT is incorrect (i.e. even if there is no 
error in the process, the MT will give incorrect results), it is reasonable to assume that the 
nonlinear extensions also have incorrect deterministic solutions. Kuiper et al. (1997) has 
shown that the GED techniques developed by Rollins and Roelfs (1992) have correct 
deterministic solutions (i.e., as the error decreases, these techniques continue to increase in 
accuracy). Hence, the rest of this section will describe the techniques developed by 
Rollins and Roelfs (1992) and later ch^ters will compare the performance of the Rollins 
and Roelfs (1992) techniques with the new techniques developed in this work. 
In order to extend the UBET, it is first necessary to adapted the measurement 
model in section 2.2 to the case of bilinear constraints. For a chemical process network of 
streams and nodes, the following set of equations can be used to describe physical and 
statistical relationships of the total mass and the mass of one species in the absence of 
chemical reactions, respectively. 
The constraint equations (total mass balances and component mass balances) can be written 
as 
X = (13) 
Y  -  H y  *  +  € y  (14) 
= 0 (15) 
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A'Diag(nj^)-ftj =0 (16) 
the following assumptions are also included within this model 
<"> 
COV(ey, 6y) = 0. (19) 
Note that the total mass flow variables are represented by X (Eq. (13)) and 
component mass flow variables are represented by Y (Eq. (14)),- For a case with several 
components, each component would have an equation like Eq.(14). Equation (15) is the 
true total mass balance and Eq. (16) is the true component mass balance. Also, by Eqs. 
(15) and (16), we are assuming that process leaks are zero (for simplicity) and that steady 
state conditions apply. Equation (15) is said to be linear in X variables and Eq. (16) is 
bilinear because it is a function of products of X and Y variables. Equation (19) simply 
means that errors made in measuring X and Y are unrelated. 
^ This model formulation is not restricted to component mass balances but is 
applicable to any situation involving bilinear constraints such as energy balances 
without phase changes. 
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The test statistics and estimators for GED are developed from the following 
transformations of the above equations. Let 
r = AX. (20)  
and 
S = X'Diag (X)'Y. (2i )  
Then, the mean and variance of r are given as 
E [ r ]  =  (22)  
and 
Var(r) = = A'Var(XyA^ 
respectively. Thus, 
'• - (24) 
Also, the mean and the variance of S are given as 
E[S] = Us = A'E[DiagiX)\'E[Y] 
= A'DiagiEiX^yiHy ^ by) 
( 2 5 )  
= A'Diagiji^ + + 6y) 
= A-DiagCjij^ + ^ A'Diag(6 
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and 
VariS) = = A-[S^Sj, + H j^DiagQt^'DiagQi^ 
* J: y'Diag(jij^) Diag(ji^)]'A^ (26) 
= A'D'A^ 
respectively. Then, 
^  <27)  
where "N" is used to represent an unknown distribution of the random variable S, which is 
a sum of terms where each term is a product of two normal random variables. 
Rollins and Roelfs (1992) developed two gross error detection (GED) techniques 
for addressing bilinear constraints. One technique, called the linearization approach, 
(LA), linearizes the vector S using a Taylor series expansion. The other technique is 
called the two-stage approach, (TSA). This technique first estimates total flow variables 
using the overall mass balances, as done in Rollins and Davis (1992), then uses these 
estimates in the bilinear constraints with the assumption that these values are without error. 
Thus, this approach assumes that the bilinear constraints are stochastically linear and uses 
linear statistical assumptions to carry out GED analysis. 
Kuiper et al. (1994) compared the performance of the two techniques in a Monte 
Carlo simulation smdy using the process network given in Figure 2.2. Total mass flow 
and component percentage measurements were taken on each of the ten streams 
corresponding to Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) respectively. They evaluated these techniques by 
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determining if they could correcdy identify any biased measurement or combination of 
biased measurements as being biased. They also evaluated the techniques ability to 
correcdy identify unbiased measurements as truely unbiased. After identifying which 
measurements were biased, they estimated the true value of each stream. 
Figure 2.2; Process network used in simulation study 
To identify which measurement was biased, Kuiper et al. (1994) applied the linear 
combination technique (LCT) to their bilinear model. They selected 12 hypothesis tests 
that would identify all combinations of biased measurements that are possible to identify 
under the prespecified restriction of a maximum of four biases (two biases in die X 
measurements and two biases in the Y measurements). Table 2.1 gives the node or linear 
combination of nodes tested, the corresponding hypothesis test, and the appropriate 
elements of the coinciding vector C. 
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Table 2.1. Linear Combination Technique 
for Figure 2.2 










[1 0 0 0 0] 
B 63 =63 = 67 = 0 [0 1 0 0 0] 
C 63 =64 = 6g = 0 [0 0 1 0 0] 
D 64 =65 ~ 69 = 6 JO =0 [0 0 0 1 0] 
E 65=6 ,  =  0  [0 0 0 0 1] 
AB 61 = 63 = 67 = 6g==6io = 0 [1 1 0 0 0] 
BC 6 ,  =  64  =  67  =  65  =0  [0 1 1 0 0] 
CD 63  =  6 j  =  6g  =  69  =  6jo  =  0  [0 0 1 1 0] 
DE 64  =65  =  69  =  6 jo  =  0  [0 0 0 1 1] 
ABC 61  =64  =  67  =  69  =0  [1 1 1 0 0] 
ABCD 61  =  65  =  67  =  69=0  [1 1 1 1 0] 
ABCDE ~ ^6 = 67 = 69 = 0 [1 1 1 1 1] 
This simulation study showed that these techniques are capable of highly accurate 
performance in identifying biased measurements and estimating process variables under 
some conditions. However, performance did deteriorate as the degree of bilinearity 
increased. 
When the degree of bilinearity is small, it is reasonable to assume normality. The 
LA and the TSA described above are used to reduce the effect of bilinearity and use 
normal theory for testing statistical hypotheses. However, when bilinearity is significant, 
it may be unreasonable to use the previous techniques. Thus, research must be done to 
develop new techniques that work well when the degree of bilinearity is significant. 
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CHAPTERm 
GED FOR BILINEAR CONSTRAINTS 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on developing new techniques for gross error detection (GED) 
when constraints are bilinear. Three new techniques will be presented in this chapter that 
detect biased measurements in chemical processes. The objective of each of these 
techniques is to develop a-level hypothesis tests for evaluating whether biases exist in our 
process. In other words, the research presented in this chapter is only for the first step of 
GED, the detection of measurement biases. 
In Chapter IV, the techniques presented in this chapter will be extended to include 
hypotheses tests for identification of measurement biases through the linear combination 
technique (LCT). After detecting and identifying biased variables, the next step is 
correction or estimation. Correction of gross errors can be done using the methods given 
in Rollins and Roelfs (1992) and thus are not a part of the scope of this work. 
This chapter begins with a description of the process model in Section 3.2, The 
proposed methods are introduced in Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. Section 3.3 presents the 
Square Method (SQM), a technique based on conservative confidence intervals. The 
Sphere Method (SPM), which applies Lagrange multipliers and the chi-square distribution 
is given in section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents a likelihood ratio test (LRT). This chapter 
ends with an illustration of a specific case for each of the three techniques in Section 3.6. 
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3.2 The Process Model 
The process model is the same as discussed in Chapter II. The random variables 
have the following structure; 
X = 
Y = Hy + 5j ,  +  ty (29) 
where the following assumptions are made 
0 (30) 
A • Diag(ji^ • iiy = 0 (31) 
- Np(0, (32) 
B y -  N p ( 0 ,  S  J , )  ( 3 3 )  
COVCe^, By) = 0. (34) 
Where X and Y are pxl random vectors representing total mass measurements and 
component mass measurements respectively. For ease of notation in this chapter, E(X) 
and E(Y) will be written as 0x = E(X) = Mx + 0y = E(Y) = /ty + Sy 
Chapter II discusses hypothesis tests formed by Kuiper et. al. (1997) for linear 
combinations of the elements of A0x, HqC (!^A0x = 0, where ? is a qxl vector of O's and 
1 's used to represent a linear combination of the elements of the mass balance constraints. 
In other words, 8 is used to select which of the p elements of A0x will be tested. In the 
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same way hypothesis tests for linear combinations of the elements of ADiag(0x)0Y can be 
formed that correspond to the component percentage constraints, Hq: 8^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0, 
(Rollins and Roelfs, 1992). Also, using a similar method as Eq. (9), it can be shown that 
the hypothesis test Hq: ADiag(0x)0Y = 0 is equivalent to the hypotiiesis test 
Hq: all biases (d^ and SyJ = 0 {where i = 1, 2,.., p}, when no error cancellation exists. 
Using the description of { given in Chapter II, it can be shown that 
Hq; 8^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0 is equivalent to Hq: all biases (6^ and 6^) = 0 {where j 
represents all biases of interest (i.e., biases which are indicated by the vector 8^)}. 
In order to detect if a bias is present in the measurements of interest, we need to 
form the hypothesis test Hq: ?^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0- least one measurement is assumed to 
be biased (i.e., a bias is detected) if Hq is rejected. The rest of this chapter will develop 
techniques to test this hypothesis. 
The first two techniques discussed in diis chapter are based on developing a 
confidence region of a specified level, and then finding the maximum and minimum of 
?^ADiag(0x)0Y over the region. Confidence regions correspond directly to hypothesis 
tests in die sense that if zero is in the confidence region we fail to reject 
Hq: ?^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0. Similarly, if the confidence region does not contain zero, we 
will reject HqI {^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0-
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3.3 The Square Method (SQM) 
This technique uses the normality assumption of X and Y and the independence 
assumption to develop an a - level confidence region for a linear combination of the 
elements of ADiag(0x)0Y- The scalar value, ?^ADiag(0x)0Yi represents this linear 
combination of elements. In order to maintain an overall significance level of a, we 
determine individual 
y - level confidence intervals for each of the random variables, Xj and Yj, indicated in the 
hypothesis test. The individual significance levels, y, are determined by methods 
described below that ensure an overall significance level of a. 
If the hypothesis test, Hq: {^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0 tests for X and Y biases in p 
streams, 2p individual 100(1 -y)% confidence intervals are developed. Combining these 
2p confidence intervals, forms a 2p - dimensional region. If the variance is the same for 
each random variable, each 100(1 -y)% confidence interval will have the same length and 
the 2p - dimensional region will actually form a 2p - dimensional square. If the variance 
is not the same for each random variable, then the region is a 2p - dimensional rectangle. 
The SQM is based on developing two sided 1(X)(1 -y)% confidence bounds. The 
Square Method ascertains the confidence level for each individual random variable by 
setting 1 - Y = - "• For two sided intervals, using this equation to choose y will 
maintain an overall pre-specified a - level significance. Thus confidence bounds are 
determined by choosing values Wxi and Wyi that satisfy Equation 35. 
The boundaries for the overall a - level confidence region form a 2p - dimensional 
rectangle. Once these bounds are determined for the Square Method, it is possible to 
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P(Hxi~ ^x, ^  ^ ^x) ~ 
(35) 
W ^ <  Y ,  <  W y )  -  ^ P y / r r ^  
develop a confidence interval for our parameter of interest, 8^ADiag(0x)0Y . by finding the 
maximum and minimum value of ?^ADiag(0x)0Y- This multi - dimensional confidence 
region is now reduced to a one dimensional confidence interval 
[minimum (S^ADiag(0x)0Y). maximum ((!^ADiag(0x)0Y)]. If zero is within this confidence 
interval, we fail to reject Hq: {^ADiag(0x)OY = 0- The following theorem will show that 
for the Square Method, choosing 1 - y = - «• will guarantee an overall a - level 
significance. 
Theorem 3.1 Choosing a 100(1 -y)% confidence interval for each parameter and oy,, 
where 1 - y = ^y/l - a, will guarantee the overall confidence level for fADiagidj^ dy to 
be at least 1 - a, where 0  ^a ^  1. 
Assume 
1. Xf > 0 and Y/ > 0 for all i=l, 2,..., p (p is any positive integer corresponding 
to the number of streams in our hypothesis test) 
2. Xi and Y; are independent also XiY; and XjYj are independent for all i=l,2, ..,p and 
i ^j=1.2,..,p. 
3. Let Wg and Wy, be chosen such that for alii=1,2,.. ,p 
P(X,-W^  < D^ <X, + W^ ) = < E„<Y, + 
4. Wx; arul are sufficiently small so that values for Xf - and Y; - W„ are 
positive . (This is a reasonable assumption since no measurements are close to zero) 
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proof P((X,-W^(Y,-Wy.) < e^dy, < (X;- + W^(Y, + Wy)) 
^ P(X,-W^ < 0^<X, + W^ and Y,-W„< d„< Y: + W„) 
= P(X,-W^ < fie < ^  + W„)'P(Y,-W„ <&„<¥, + W„) 
= 
Let LCBi = (XrWxJ(Yr WyJ and UCB  ^= (X;. + + WJ 
Forp = 2, P(LCBj - C/CBj < 0xj0ri" - LCB2) 
> P(LCB, < Oxi^ Yi UCB, andLCB2 < 6x2^y2< UCBJ by Lemma 3.1 
= P(LCBj < dxjdyj < UCBf)' P(LCB2 < 6X2^Y2< UCB^) 
= ''^1 - a • - a 
= I - a 
For p = n, where n is any positive integer 
P(LCB] iUCB2 i^ ...-UCB  ^ i^ x2 j^2 i •••i i^ LCB2 ± ..,-LCBJ 
 ^P(LCBj < d^dyj < UCB, and LCB2 < Ox2.6yi < UCB2 arid.. 
...andLCB„ <6xn^Yn< UCB J 
= P(LCB, < dxidyj < UCB,)-P(LCB2 < e^dn < UCB2)'...' P(LCB„ < d^dy  ^< UCBJ 
= «vT^ 
= {'/rr^)' 
= I - a QED 
Lemma 3.1 P(LCB, - UCB2 < 0xi^ n - ^xi^ n < UCB, - LCB^) 
k P(LCB, < 6x10ri < UCB, and LCB2 < < UCB2) 
Using the above assumptions, we need to prove the set: 
(LCB, < OxjOy, < UCB, andLCB2 <Qxz^YI < UCB2} 
is greater than the set: 
{LCB, - UCB2 < ex,ey, - e^ey2 < UCB, - LCB2} 
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proof 
^xi^ Yi <  UCBi andLCB2 < dx2^Y2 
*•- 0x2^y2  ^ - LCB2 
'* d^jdyj + T" UCBj + (-LCB2). 
Similarly LCB, < dxjQn < UCB, 
UCBi < -
•^LCBj - UCB2 < ^ XJ^YJ ~ ^X2^Y2 
Therefore if LCBj < QxjGyj < UCB, andLCB2 < < UCB2 
-^LCB, - UCB2 < Oxi^ n- Gxi^ n < ^CB, - LCB2. QED 
A more detailed explanation of how this technique can be used to detect gross errors is 
given in Section 3.6 
3.4 The Sphere Method (SPM) 
This technique uses Lagrange multipliers to maximize and minimize a function, 
f(0)={^ADiag(0x)0Y> subject to a constraint equation, <|)(0). The constraint equation is 
formed by requiring the sum of squares of standardized normal random variables to be less 
than the 100(1 - a) percentile of a chi - square distribution. If zero is not included in the 
interval formed by [minimum f(0), maximum f(0)] the hypothesis, Ho:2^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0 
is rejected. 
Applying Lagrange multipliers to this constraint equation essentially gives values of 
f(0) when it is on the boundary of the 100(1 - a)% confidence region. Thus, it is 
possible to find the maximum and minimum values of f(0) that lie on this boundary. As in 
the previous method, if the confidence interval (minimum [f(0)], maximum [f(0)]) does 
not contain zero, Hq: ?'^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0 is rejected. This technique is based on the 
following theorem (which can be found in any calculus text) for Lagrange multipliers. 
The Constrained - Extremum Principle: Let f and <p be functions with continuous partial 
derivatives on some open set containing the curve <p{6) = 0, and assume that V<ff  ^
0 at any point on this curve. Iff has a constrained relative extremum on the 
constraint curve <p(6) = 0, then this extremum occurs at a point Oq ^here the 
gradient vectors are parallel. That is. \f(0o) = P V(f>(0f), where p is called a 
Lagrange multiplier. 
3.5 The Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) 
This section will discuss the use of the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) in testing the 
hypothesis Hq: 8^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0- Unlike other techniques discussed in this chapter, this 
technique will be based on asymptotic theory. Therefore, this technique is only 
approximate and does not guarantee a - level hypothesis tests as did the SQM and the 
SPM. 
The typical LRT would develop the probability distribution function of 
Z = {^ADiag(X)Y, which corresponds to our parameter of interest, ?^ADiag(0x)0Y. This 





where f(z, 0) is the probability distribution function of Z, 0 is the unrestricted parameter 
space for 0, and ©o is the parameter space for 0 under the restriction (!^ADiag(0x)0Y = 0-
The probability distribution function, f(z, 0), will be developed in Chapter V, Chapter V 
will explain in more detail why the distribution f(z, 0) may not be the best choice in 
developing the LRT, 
This section will develop a Likelihood Ratio Test without the use of the distribution 
function for Z, but instead use the independence assumption and the distribution of the X 
and Y vectors to form the following probability distribution 
fix. y\ 0) = <|)(j:i)<|)(yi)4)(x2)<l>(y2)...<|)(xp<j)(yp 
(37) 
oy oy. oy oy. ... oyo„ 
aj tj aj tj ap Ip 
where D is given as 
D = 
ill ^ iii L_ (38) 
n n 
\1 
+  • .  •  +  
i ' \  '  i - i  '  




Hx, y) = ^ 




Asymptotically, -21nA, has a chi square distribution with one degree of freedom. Thus, the 
LRT will reject the null hypothesis test Hq: (!^ADiag(0x)6y = 0 if -21nA ^ Xi'-
3.6 niustration of the SQM, the SPM, and the LRT 
To give a more detailed explanation of each of the techniques discussed in this 
chapter, without loss of generality, all three techniques will be restricted to only consider 
the case of one node with one input and one output stream and a =0.05. In the simplest 
case of on node with one input and one output stream, the process network would look like 
Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1: Process network used for illustration purposes 
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The corresponding hypothesis test could be written as 
«''A£)«ag(0j)e,= [1][1 -1] 
where 0x = E(X) = fix + and 0y = E(Y) = My + ^y. Similarly, for this process the 
bilinear constraint equation is C^ADiag(/tx)MY = Mx/Mn - = 0- Recall that the 
assumption of no error cancellation causes Oxi^yi " ®x20y2 = 0 to be equivalent to 
Sxi = ^Yi = Sx2 = 5y2 = 0. Thus, rejecting the null hypothesis, Hq: 0xi0yi - ^xs^y: = 
0 is equivalent to detecting if a bias exists in the process. 
3.6.1 SQM niustration 
The following outiine gives step by step instructions on using the SQM to determine 
whether the hypothesis Hq: 0xi0yi - ^x2^y2 = 0 should be rejected or not. The Square 
Method considers conservative two - sided confidence bounds for each individual 
parameter to guarantee the 95% overall confidence interval for 0xi0yi - ^ xi^y2-
Step 1: Find y, the appropriate confidence level for the individual confidence intervals. 
Section 3.3 has shown that the appropriate choice for y is given as 1 - y 
= - a. Since p = 2 = the number of streams and a = 0.05, we can find 
*v/o!95 = 0.9873 = 1 - y. Thus y = 0.0127 and this test will require the 
development of 100(1 - y)% two - sided confidence intervals for each Oj, 






0« 0n (40) 
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The length of each interval depends on the standard deviation and the appropriate 
value from the standard normal tables. The value corresponding to a 0.9873% 
confidence interval is given as in the standard normal tables. Thus a 
confidence interval for each 0xi is given as (Xj - + •'xi z.99363) and the 
confidence interval for each Byi is given as (Yj - 2 ,9363, + ®xi z.99363). These 
intervals form a four dimensional rectangle with a center at (Xi, Y,, X,, Y^. 
Step 3: Conservatively combine the four individual confidence regions to find the 
minimum (0xi0yi- 0x2®y2) and the maximum (0xi0yi-
Figure 3.2 demonstrates the upper confidence bounds (UCBj) and the lower 
confidence bounds (LCB;) for each pair of random variables described in Section 
3.3. The bounds of these pairs can now be conservatively combined to form an 





Figure 3.2: Plot of the four dimensional confidence region formed by the SQM 
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maximum (Oxi^yi ~ ®x2®y2) = UCB, - LCBj 
minimum (0xi0yi - 0x20y2) = LCBj - UCBj 
where LCB^ = (X,- WJ(Yi- Wy^) and UCB, = (X^ + WJ(Yi + W^j). 
Step 4: Determine if 0 is in the interval [minimum (0xi0yi - 0x20y2)» 
maximum (0xi0yi- 0x20y2)]- As shown in Section 3.3, this interval is conservative 
95% confidence interval for 0xi0yi " 6x20y2- If zero is not included in the 
confidence region, the null hypothesis. 
Ho: 0X10Y1 - ®x20y2 = 0 is rejected and thus, the SQM has detected that at least one 
measurement within our process is biased. 
3.6.2 SPM niustratioD 
To give an example of the SPM technique, the simplest case of one input and one 
output and a =0.05 will be considered to test the hypodiesis Hq: 0xi0yi - 0x20y2 = 0- Let 
c* be the 95"' percentile of the x'4 distribution (four degrees of freedom because we are 
considering summing the squares of four random variables). Then we can write the 
equation for the boundary of the 95 % confidence region as 
9(9) ; J r r C-O. (41) 
Oyj  Oj j2  Oyj  
This region forms a four dimensional ellipse with a center at (Xj, Y,, Xj, Yj). We will 
use Lagrange multipliers to maximize and minimize the function f(0) subject to the 
constraint equation ((>(0). 
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m - d^Q„ - (42) 
Lagrange multipliers with this constraint equation will give several values of f(0) 
that lie on the boundary of the 95% confidence region. Thus we can find maximum and 
minimum values of f(0) that lie on this boundary. Using the Constrained - Extremum 
Principle, we obtain the following system of four equations, Vf(0) - PV(J)(0) = 0, and five 
unknowns (0xi, Qyi. ®x2» ®y2. ^^d P), 
0„ . 2p(0„ - Xj) lal, . 0 
• 2P(0„ - Y,) /o\, - 0 
- 0„ . 2P(0^ - X,)/a|, . 0 
- 0„ » 2p(0„ - Fj) /o'„ . 0 
By multiplying each of the previous four equations by (0xi- XJ or (Oyj - Yj), respectively, 
one obtains 
^(0,p) = 0„(0^ - X^) . 0^(0„ - Fj) 
(44) 
-  ^  2pC^  =  0  
If g(0, P)=0, then we have found an extreme value for f(0) and satisfied die constraints of 
(f)(0) =0. 
The Newton Raphson metiiod is used to find p such tiiat g(0, P) = 0. Using these 
values of p, and rearranging tiie previous equations will give estimates of 0x„ ©yi, 6x2' 





(- ^ 4P^) 
2P(2P71 -
(- Oj^Oyi ^ 4P^) 
2p(2pJK2 * 
(- *4p^)  
2p(2pF2 * 
(45) 
(- oLon * 4P^ 
Estimating f(6) at these points, it is possible to calculate the minimum [f(6)] and the 
maximum [f(6)] for each p that satisfies g(0, P)=0. This will give the one dimensional 
confidence interval (minimum [f(6)], maximum [f(6)]). As done in the SQM, this 
technique rejects H,,: 0xi6yi • = 0 thus detects at least one measurement bias 
within our process if the confidence interval (minimum [f(d)], maximum [f(6)]) does not 
contain zero. 
3.6.3 LRT niustration 
For the simplest case of one input and one output and a =0.05 the test statistic for 
the hypothesis Hq: 0xi0yi - 0x2®y2 = 0 is given as -link where A. is given in Eq. (39). 
Then -21nA. can be written as in Eq. (46) where 8 is the vector of maximum likelihood 
estimates under the restriction 0 e , while X, and f, are the maximum likelihood 
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Multipliers to maximize the function f(x, y; 0) subject to the constraint equation. Note 
that maximizing the equation f(x, y; 0) is equivalent to minimizing 
N 
E 
1 - 1  
' (^1/- (yir ^2/- ®X2)^ (^2/-
+ + + 
'1 / 
(47) 
Thus, it is necessary to minimize Eq. (47) subject to the following constraint equation 
(48) 







.  ^ 2V^k_-_4^  
where k is our Lagrange multiplier. To find k we solve the following equation 
m = - 0X20K = 0. (51) 
Solving the previous equation for k can be difficult, so a Newton Raphson algorithm is 
used to find the roots of /(S). The function jt6) always has two roots. Thus it is easy to 
determine which of the two roots (i.e. values of k) will give estimates of 0 that minimize 
Eq. (47). Once the estimate of 0 that minimizes Eq. (47) is found, this estimate is used 
to calculate -21nX. If -21nA, ^ Xi"' the null hypothesis, Hq: Qxi^yi " 0x20y2 = is rejected 
and at least one bias is detected in our process. 
This chapter has developed three methods to detect systematic measurement biases 
when constraints are bilinear, the Square Method (SQM), the Sphere Method (SPM), and 
the likelihood ratio test (LRT). Using the linear combination technique and the methods 
developed in this chapter. Chapter IV will evaluate the identification ability of the SQM, 
the SPM, and the LRT. Also Chapter IV will compare these three methods with the 




EVALUATION OF STRATEGIES 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter III, three techniques were presented for detecting biased process 
measurements when constraints are bilinear. In this chapter, the identification step of 
gross error detection (GED) for these three techniques are developed and evaluated using a 
Monte Carlo simulation smdy. Each result is determined from 10,000 cases of simulated 
data. To compare the effectiveness of this work with the Two Stage Approach (TSA) and 
the Linearization Approach (LA) the process network for this study is the same process 
network used in Kuiper et. al. (1994) and is shown in Figure 4.1. As shown, it consists of 
10 streams and 6 nodes. 
8 7 9 
1 
10 
Figure 4.1: Process network used in simulation study 
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In this study no more than four random variables were biased simultaneously (a 
maximum of two biased X variables and two biased Y variables were allowed). 
Throughout this simulation study the biases were set at 6x = 0.25fix, 6y = O.lSfiy unless 
stated otherwise. These conditions are not a limiting factor since alternating the sample 
size, N, or the level of significance, a, will have rhe same effect as alternating 6. 
The main purpose for this chapter is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Square 
Method (SQM), the Sphere Method (SPM), and the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) in the 
identification of measurement biases. These three methods will also be compared with the 
Two Stage Approach (TSA) and the Linearization Approach (LA) developed by Rollins 
and Roelfs (1992) and evaluated in Kuiper et. al (1997), The TSA, the LA, and the LRT 
were developed using normal approximations to the true distribution and are only as 
effective as the validity of this approximation. Unlike the TSA, the LA, and the LRT, die 
SQM and the SPM developed in Chapter III are not based on approximations and thus, 
guarantee at least a-level confidence intervals and hypothesis tests. Therefore, the 
objective of this study is to evaluate the proposed methods against the Rollins and Roelfs 
methods under a variety of conditions that challenge the normality approximations. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents background information 
for the identification study. In Section 4.3, identification performance of the proposed 
strategies developed in Chapter III are presented. These three strategies are then compared 
to the TSA and the LA in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 summarizes the performances of all 
five techniques. 
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4.2 Identification of Biased Measurements 
Acceptable identification strategies must have low type I error rates and high 
power. The Linear Combination Technique (Rollins et. al. 1996), with the appropriate 
substitutions for the bilinear constraints, is used to identify which variables are biased. 
However, the series of hypothesis tests used in this work is slightly different than the LCT 
used in Kuiper et al. (1997). 
Table 2.1 in Chapter II described the twelve hypothesis tests used in the LCT in 
Kuiper et. al. (1997) to identify biases in process variables. It can be shown that the 
twelve hypothesis tests can be reduced to only ten hypothesis tests and still identify all 
possible combinations of biased measurements that are possible to identify. More 
specifically, the hypothesis test around node D and the hypothesis test around the 
combination of nodes AB can be removed without losing any information. Reducing the 
number of tests can increase performance and computational speed. 
After reviewing the results of Kuiper et. al. (1997) it can be shown that removing 
the hypothesis test around the combinations of nodes BC and thus having only nine 
hypothesis tests in the LCT is also beneficial. Removing this hypothesis test is detrimental 
only in the sense that if random variables in streams 3 and 10 are identified as biased, this 
LCT will also incorrectly identify the random variable in stream 2 as also being biased. 
However, Roelfs (1994) has shown that the event of the random variable in stream 10 
being identified as biased is extremely rare. Since the random variable in stream 10 is 
essentially never identified as being biased, the chance of incorrectly identifying the 
random variable in stream 2 as biased in this case is also very rare. It can also be shown 
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that removing this hypothesis test can dramatically increase power in some cases. For 
example when the Y measurements in streams 2 and 4 are biased, this LCT dramatically 
increases power over the technique used in Kuiper et. al. (1997). Table 4.1 lists the 
hypothesis tests that are used in the LCT for this work. 
Table 4.1 Linear Combinatioii Technique 
for the SQM, the SPM, and the LRT 
Nodes Null Hypothesis Test (Hq:) t 
A 6 ,  =62  =68  =  610  =0  [1  0  0  0  0]  
B 6, = 63 = 67 = 0 [0 1 0 0 0] 
C 63 = 6^ = = 0 [0 0 1 0 0] 
E 6j = 6^ = 0 [0 0 0 0 1] 
CD 63=65=68  =  69  =  6 ,0  =  0  [00110]  
DE 64=66=69  =  6 ,0  =  0  [0  0  0  1  1]  
ABC 6, =64 =67=65=0 [11100] 
ABCD 6, = 6 5  = 6 7  =  6 5 = 0  [ 1 1 1 1 0 ]  
ABCDE 6, =65 = 6 7  =  6 5  = 0  [11111]  
Appendix A contains results from a Monte Carlo simulation smdy that compares 
the identification ability of die SQM, the SPH, and the LRT. For comparative purposes, 
the evaluation of the proposed methods use the same performance measures that were used 
in evaluating the TSA and the LA in Kuiper et. al. (1997). The performance measures are 
given as: 
number of zero d'yS wrongly identified 
AVnX = — 1— (52) 
number of simulation trials 
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AVnY = 
number of zero 6  ^ wrongly identified (53) 
number of simulation trials 
OPX = 100-
number of nonzero bj^ s correctly identified 
number of simulation trails (54) 
OPY= 100-
number of nonzero 6  ^ correctly identified 
number of simulation trials (55) 
OPFX - 100. number of trials with perfect X identification 
number of simulation trials 
OPFY - 100 • perfect Y identification 
number of simulation trials 
The AVTI (X or Y) represents ±e average type I error, the OP (X or Y) represents 
the overall power, and the OPF (X or Y) represents die overall performance. OPX and 
OPY correspond to correctly identifying a biased variable. If all existing X biases are 
identified as being biased, OPX = 1(X). Note that by definition, OPX and OPY can be 
100 even if a method incorrectiy identifies all variables to have biases. To overcome this 
drawback, the overall performance measures, OPFX and OPFY, were created by Rollins 
and Davis (1992). OPFX and OPFY determine the percentage of trials where perfect 
identification occurs (all biased measurements are identified as biased and no unbiased 
measurements are determined to be biased). It is desirable to have high OPX, OPY, 
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OPFX, and OPFY, with a maximum possible value of 100. In contrast, a low value of 
AVnX and the AVTIY is desired with a minimum possible score of 0.0. 
As an example, consider a process of consisting of three variables, Xj, Xj, and X3. 
Assume that Xj is biased and that X, and X3 are not biased. However, suppose that in 100 
trials, the test always identified all three variables as being biased. In this case, 
AVTIX = 100*(200/100) = 200, which shows diat the test incorrectly assumed unbiased 
variables (X, and X3) to be biased. The test did identify all biased variables (X,) as being 
biased which is represented by OPX = 100*(100/100) = 100. Also, 
OPFX = 100*(0/100) = 0 which shows that this test never perfecriy identified this process 
(i.e. this test never identified only the X, random variable as being biased). 
When identifying a bias in the overall material balances, which are dependent only 
on the X random variables and the not the Y random variables, there is no advantage over 
the unbiased estimation technique (UBET) given in Rollins and Davis (1992). Thus, this 
chapter only compares the performance measures corresponding to the bilinear constraints, 
OPY, AVTIY, and OPFY. 
The techniques developed in Chapter III are only to be used when bilinear 
constraints are present and thus, these techniques can identify which stream contains a 
measurement bias, but cannot distinguish if this bias is in the X measurement, the Y 
measurement, or both. Therefore, the UBET is used to detect, identify, and correct biases 
in the X measurements, then, assuming no more X measurements are biased, the proposed 
techniques identify the location (i.e. the streams) in which any more biases are present. 
Since after UBET, all X measurements are now assumed to be unbiased, any streams in 
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which biases are identified are assumed to be biases in the Y measurements, such as 
temperamre or component percentage measurements. 
4.3 Results of the Simulation Study 
This section presents identification results of the SQM, the SPM, and the LRT with 
the following conditions varied: the type of measurement bias (X or Y), the location and 
size of the measurement bias, the number of biases, the significance level (a), and the 
sample size (N). Only a subset of all the results obtained are presented here. The tables 
given in this section are considered as cases which represent "typical" results. A more 
complete set of results are given in Appendix A. 
Table 4.2 - Table 4.4 show the effects of changing the location of the Y bias (there 
are 10 streams, each with one X variable and one Y variable). Unless stated otherwise, 
this simulation study typically allowed the biases and the standard deviations to be 
proportional to the true mean of each random variable. Thus, it is not surprising that 
sometimes these techniques did not perform well when identifying biases in small streams 
due to low power. 
The hypothesis tests used in the LCT for the process network given in Figure 4.1 
always include several measurements. Thus, allowing biases to be proportional to the 
means causes some variables to have small biases compared to the magnitude of die 
standard deviation of other variables. Such small biases can make identification very 
difficult. 
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Table 4.2 SQM: Effect of location on identification ability, 
with N = 20 and a = .1 
Biased Mx I^y OPFY AVTIY OPY 
Y Variable 
1 17 43 0.01 0.0 0.01 
2 78 26 100.00 0.0 100.00 
3 93 37 100.00 0.0 100.00 
4 55 45 100.00 0.0 100.00 
5 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
6 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
7 15 98 42.22 0.0 42.22 
8 38 27 0.20 0.0 0.20 
9 49 87 100.00 0.0 100.00 
10 23 11 0.00 0.0 0.00 
The true means of each random variable are given in Table 4.2 - Table 4.4. As 
revealed by Tables 4.2 - 4.4, when ny (or the product of /txMv) is small the power 
performance measures are also generally small. In Tables 4.2 - 4.4, note that the smallest 
stream, stream 10, also has the smallest magnitude of bias and the worst performance. 
For biases in the Y variables, very good identification performance is observed in all three 
techniques for large streams. Although for smaller streams LRT does much better than 
SPM, while SPM seems to do much better than SQM. 
As mentioned above, the ability to identify measurement bias is related to the size 
of the bias. Since the magnimde of the biases was allowed to be a percentage of the true 
magnitude of the stream, the size of the stream was also directly related to identification 
ability. 
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Table 4.3 SPM: Effect of location on identification ability, 
with N = 20 and a = . 1 
Biased fiy OPFY AVTIY OPY 
Y Variable 
1 17 43 9.17 0.00 9.17 
2 78 26 99.99 0.00 100.00 
3 93 37 99.99 0.00 100.00 
4 55 45 99.98 0.00 100.00 
5 81 80 99.96 0.00 100.00 
6 81 80 99.99 0.00 100.00 
7 15 98 97.83 0.00 97.84 
8 38 27 46.08 0.00 46.17 
9 49 87 99.36 0.01 100.00 
10 23 11 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 4.4 LRT: Effect of location on identification ability, 
with N = 20, a = .1, and Syi 
— 0.25/iYi 
Biased Mx MY OPFY AVTIY OPY 
Y Variable 
1 17 43 71.05 0.28 83.48 
2 78 26 92.52 0.10 100.00 
3 93 37 83.09 0.29 100.00 
4 55 45 89.96 0.13 100.00 
5 81 80 87.21 0.21 100.00 
6 81 80 88.19 0.20 100.00 
7 15 98 81.69 0.31 98.76 
8 38 27 82.75 0.29 100.00 
9 49 87 81.22 0.33 100.00 
10 23 11 6.84 0.22 8.72 
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The most notable characteristic of Table 4,4 is the high power (OPY) of the LRT. 
However, Table 4.4 also shows that several unbiased streams were also determined to be 
biased. 
Table 4.5 - Table 4.7 show the effect of changing the a - level on identification 
performance. These tables show that, as a increases, the power performance measures 
generally increase. In addition, as expected, increasing a also increases the probability of 
type I errors. 
Table 4.5 SQM: Effect of a-Ievel, with N = 20, 
6x1 ~ 0-25^xi» ^x6 ~ 0.25/ix6> ^YS ~ 0'25/iY8 
a OPFY AVTIY OPY 
.1 0.17 0.01 0.21 
.2 1.65 0.02 1.75 
.4 10.71 0.08 11.40 
Table 4.6 SPM: Effect of a-level, with N = 20, 
6x1 ~ 6x6 ~ 0.25^X6» 6Yg = 0.25/XYg 
a OPFY AVTIY OPY 
.1 45.47 0.02 45.48 
.2 58.87 0.04 59.60 
.4 72.04 0.16 75.14 
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Table 4.7 LRT: Effect of a-Ievel 
with N = 20, 6y5 = 0.25#tY5 
a OPFY AVTIY OPY 
.1 87.21 0.21 100.00 
.2 70.64 0.53 100.00 
.4 37.53 1.50 100.00 
Results representing the effect of sample size (N) for the SQM, the SPM, and the 
LRT are given in Tables 4.8 - 4.10. These tables show that increasing the sample size 
increases OPY and OPFY and decreases AVTIY for both the SQM and the SPM. 
Table 4.10 demonstrates the effect of increasing the sample size for the LRT. Note that 
increasing the sample size also increases the AVTIY. 
Table 4.8 SQM: Effect of sample size (N), 
with a = . 1 and Syg = 
N OPFY AVTIY OPY 
10 0.00 0.0 0.00 
20 0.20 0.0 0.20 
100 98.59 0.0 98.59 
Finally, this simulation study showed that a larger number of biases does not 
necessarily adversely affect the ability of the SQM and the SPM to identify biased streams. 
Table 4.12 and Table 4.13 show that under the same conditions, one process measurement 
bias can be much harder to identify than a combination of several measurement biases. 
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Table 4.9 SPM: Effect of sample size (N), 
with a = .1 and Syg = 0.25^Yg 













Table 4.10 LRT: Effect of sample size (N), 
with a = .1 and Sy, = 0.25/iYi 













A single Y bias in variables 1, 7, 8, or 10 can have much worse identification 
results than when three or four measurements were biased. As discussed earlier, it more 
difficult to detect and identify variables with small biases. Tables 4.11 and 4.12 show that 
the size of the bias has a much stronger effect on identification than the number of biases. 
Table 4.13 illustrates the effect of biases in the X random variables on the AVTIY 
for the LRT. Even though the cases shown in Table 4.13 perform particularly well, there 
is an obvious difference between the cases that have biases in the X random variables and 
those that don't. Throughout this entire study, if a bias was detected in an X random 
variable, there was very high probability diat the LRT would determine that a bias 
alsoexisted in the corresponding Y random variable. 
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Table 4.11 SPM: Effect of number of biases, 
with N = 10, a = 0.1, 6xi = 0.25/txi, 63^ = 0.25/txj, 
~ •25^Yk, and 6yi " 
biased biased 
X variable Y variable 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPF 
. _ 1 _ 0.90 0.00 0.90 
- 7 - 53.45 0.00 53.48 
- 8 - 10.24 0.00 10.26 
- 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 99.60 0.01 99.93 
5 10 7 9 97.50 0.04 98.80 
5 8 3 - 97.26 0.08 100.00 
5 - 2 9 98.99 0.02 99.98 
Table 4.12 SQM: Effect of number of biases, 
with N = 10, a = 0.1, 6xi = 0.25nxi, 6xj = 






k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPF 
_ 1 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
- 7 - 1.34 0.00 1.34 
- 8 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
- 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 81.86 0.01 91.02 
5 10 7 9 98.72 0.01 98.92 
5 8 3 - 97.79 0.06 99.84 
5 2 9 99.64 0.00 99.88 
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Table 4.13 LRT: Effect of number of biases, 
witli N = 10, a = 0,1, 6xi = 0.25fi^, 6xj = 0.25fixj, 






k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPF 
2 10 2 4 1.21 3.07 100,00 
4 9 2 4 0.00 5,29 99,56 
5 8 - 3 0.00 3.18 100.00 
- 2 10 2.93 0,13 51.74 
- 4 5 73,71 0,54 100.00 
- - 4 90.45 0,12 100.00 
Remember, as mentioned in this chapter, that throughout these simulations, the first 
step in each of these techniques is to use the Unbiased Estimation Technique (for linear 
constraints) developed by Rollins and Davis (1992) to determine if a bias exists in any of 
the X random variables. If an X random variable is determined to be biased, the bias is 
estimated and corrected. Then these corrected values are used in the test statistics 
developed in this work to determine if a bias exists in the Y random variables (the random 
variables corresponding to the bilinear constraints). 
One explanation for the poor performance in AVTIY when biases in the X random 
variables exist is that die correction mentioned above does not perform well enough. The 
LRT is much more likely to identify biases than the other testing techniques described in 
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Chapter III. Thus, if the estimates for the X biases are even slightly incorrect, the LRT 
will detect this slight deviation and consider it to be a bias in the corresponding Y random 
variable. 
For all techniques, in some cases it is impossible to perfectly identify all biases. 
For more comments on the difficulties of identifying multiple biased measurements see 
Rollins and Davis (1992) and Rollins et al. (1994). 
4.4 Comparisoii of Techniques 
This section will compare the performances of the SQM, the SPM, and the LRT 
developed in Chapter III with the TSA and the LA developed in Rollins and Roelfs (1992). 
Table 4.14 demonstrates a case where the proposed techniques, the Square Mediod (SQM), 
the Sphere Method (SPM), have better AVTIY performance than the Two Stage 
Approach (TSA), the Linearization Approach (LA) developed in Rollins and Roelfs. 
In Table 4.14, all techniques have very high power. However, note the slightly 
larger AVTIY's for TSA and LA, while the SQM and the SPM have very low AVTIY. 
This causes the OP of the SQM and the SPM to be better than the TSA and teh LA. An 
AVTIY of 3 denotes that an average of 3 unbiased measurements were identified as biased 
on every simulation. This corresponds to the analysis in Chapter III, since the SQM and 
the SPM derived at least a - level confidence intervals and hypothesis tests, however, the 
LRT, the TSA, and the LA are developed using approximations and are not necessarily 
a - level. 
Throughout the entire simulation study, SQM always has very small AVTIYs. 
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Even though in general, SPM has lower AVTIYs, in some cases SPM also had very high 
AVTIYs, for example, Table 4.15. Table 4.16 demonstrates that there are some 
situations in which both the TSA and the LA perform better than LRT, the SQM, and 
SPM. 
Table 4.14 Comparison of Techniques: N = 20, a = 0.1, 
6Y4 — 0.25^Y4< and 6yj = 0.25^Y5 
Technique OPFY AVTIY OPY 
SPM 100 O.OO 100 
SQM lOO O.OO 100 
LRT 74 0.58 100 
TSA 99 0.02 100 
LA 98 0.03 100 
As mentioned earlier, the SQM and the SPM have lower AVTIYs, however, the 
SQM and the SPM may also have significantly lower power. In general if TSA and LA 
were not able to have high power, the SQM, and SPM also were not able to obtain high 
power. Table 4.17 is another example that demonstrates the ability of the SQM and the 
SPM to decrease AVTIY, while the LRT, the TSA, and the LA have better power 
performance. 
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Table 4.15 Comparison of Techniques, N = 20, a = 0.1, 
— 0*25^^4, ^X9 0*25^j^, 51cy2 — 0*25^y2, and 5y4 ~~0 •25^y4 
Technique OPFY AVTIY OPY 
SPM 0 6.01 100 
SQM 97 0.16 100 
LRT 0 6.21 100 
TSA 69 0.00 70 
LA 97 0.06 100 
Table 4,16 Comparison of Techniques, N = 20, a = 0.1, 
5x5 ~ 0*25^X5 » ^XS ~ 0*25^X8 » ^Yl ~ 
Technique OPFY AVTIY OPY 
SPM 7 0.06 8 
SQM 0 0.04 0 
LRT 0 2.64 90 
TSA 61 0.00 61 
LA 72 0.07 91 
Table 4.17 Comparison of Techniques, N = 20, a =0.1, 
6yi = 0.25/txj, and 6yj = .25^Yk 
Technique OPFY AVTIY OPY 
SPM 25 0.00 63 
SQM 0 0.00 50 
LRT 71 0.62 95 
TSA 75 0.02 88 
LA 72 0.05 87 
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4.5 Summary 
A summary of all the results and conclusions of this simulation study will now be 
given. First, the SPM spears to be an effective way to detect and identify the presence of 
measurement biases since it has high power and low type I error in many process 
conditions. When the magnitude of the biases are significantly large and when a 
reasonable number of biases exist, the SPM can perform well even with a small sample 
size and a small a-level. Except in cases with biases in large streams, the SQM has 
significantly poorer power performance than the SPM, however it also has lower AVTIY. 
This simulation study has shown that identification of the SQM and the SPM improve with 
a larger sample sizes, larger biases, and larger a. 
An impediment to accurate identification for the SQM and the SPM is biases of 
small magnitude compared to the magnitude of the standard deviation of other variables in 
the process. If the magnitudes of die variances of the variables are fairly similar in size, 
the techniques can perform very well. However, if some biases are significantly small 
(i.e. essentially the same size as the standard deviations of other variables), these 
techniques can have difficulty. 
This simulation generally used biases equal to one forth of tiie mean, while tiie 
standard deviations were typically 2.5% of the mean. Thus biases were ten times tiie 
standard deviation. Even with this significantiy large bias, small streams had difficulty 
with identification. This is because larger streams are also included in the hypothesis tests 
and tiius, tiie random variation in tiie larger streams concealed tiie biases in tiie smaller 
streams. 
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For example, in the hypothesis test Hq: 0xi0yi " ®x4®y4 + + ^xio^yio = 
the random variable Yjo has a mean of 11.0 while the mean of Y, is 98.0. Consequently it 
is difficult to identify a bias in Y,o, since the variation of Y7 may be greater than a bias in 
Yjo- This is especially the case when conservative (insensitive to biases) test statistics are 
developed, such as the SQM. 
When comparing the SPM, the LRT, and the SQM to the previously developed 
techniques, the TSA and the LA, in general the SQM and the SPM have made 
improvement in lowering the type I error. While the LRT can have high AVTIY, it also 
has higher power functions. 
It appears that in any situation, the SQM, the SPM, the TSA, and the LA can be 
very accurate for large sample sizes. As data is continuing to be more easily and quickly 
obtained, engineers will be able to use large sample sizes and these techniques will likely 
be effective GED approaches in the near future. 
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CHAPTER V 
UNBOUNDED EXACT CONFTOENCE INTERVALS ARISING IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE MLE AND A NATURAL PIVOTAL 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter will discuss the distribution of Z = Xj Y, - XjYj and its use in gross 
error detection (GED) when constraints are bilinear. As in the Square Method and the 
Sphere Method, this chapter attempts to develop exact conservative 100(1 - a)% 
confidence intervals for the parameter of interest, OxiQyi - OxaSyj' evaluating whether 
any biases exist in the process. A majority of this chapter will discuss the application of 
extensions of Buehler's upper confidence bounds to the parametric function, 
0X1 6yi - 6x20y2- Buehler confidence bounds are of significance because, for any specified 
level, they give uniformly (in z) minimum upper bounds among all bounds that are 
nondecreasing functions of the statistic, Z = XjYi - XjYj. The final section of this 
chapter will also discuss the use of a pivotal quantity method. Among the many possible 
choices for a pivotal quantity, we will choose a "natural" pivotal quantity in the sense that 
it emulates the parametric function, OxiOyi • 0x2®y2-
Since the techniques in this chapter use exact distributional formulas, they give us 
accurate 100(1 - a)% confidence intervals, as opposed to the previously discussed 
methods. However, these techniques unfortunately give us infinite (unbounded) 
confidence intervals. One reason this occurs is the loss of information associated with 
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working with just a one - dimensional statistic, s in the case of the MLE - based approach. 
In other words, previous techniques used information about each observation (Xj, Yp X,, 
Yj, etc...), whereas the MLE approach looics only at the scalar Z and does not use the full 
information in (X„ Y,, X,, Y,, etc...). Another reason this occurs is that exact size 
restrictions tend to restrict the optimization domain. In addition, it may be that the 
function used in the pivotal approach is ill-suited to the construction of finite regions, as 
opposed , say, to an "elliptical" function such as used in the Sphere Method. 
This chapter begins with a description of several methods to develop the 
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of Z in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 discusses how 
Buehler's method can be applied to Z. Section 5.4 gives numerical evidence as to why 
Buehler's method cannot be used to develop a - level hypothesis tests. Section 5.5 uses 
Buehler's method to prove that we cannot find exact 1(X)(1 - a)% confidence intervals 
based on Z = XiY, - XiY,. Finally, Section 5.6 demonstrates that the natural pivotal 
quantity also cannot be used to develop exact 1(X)(1 - a)% confidence intervals. 
5.2 The Cumulative Distribution Function of Z 
This section will discuss several properties of the exact cumulative distribution 
function of Z = XiY, - XjYj, where Xj and Y; are normally distributed random variables. 
Craig (1936) has developed the distribution of Z; = XjYj, which is the distribution of the 
product of normal random variables. Aroian (1947), Aroian et. al (1978), Comwell et. al. 
(1978), Meeker et. al. (1980), and Meeker and Escobar (1994) have continued work with 
this product of normals distribution. While these works discuss the distribution of the term 
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Zj = XjYi, this chapter discusses the distribution of the difference of these terms, 
Z = X,Y, - XjYj. 
It is possible to develop a closed form solution for the distribution of Z using the 
characteristic function of Zj = XjYi, the convolution formula, the transformation method, 
and the CDF's of each random variable with the independence assumption. Each of these 
techniques will incorporate to use of the normal probability distribution function (pdf) and 
the normal cumulative distribution function (CDF). The pdf of each normal random 
variable is given as 
(p  (x . )  
I ,\ 1 (^/ - Qj/)' 
2 
' X I  
(58) 
and the CDF is given as: 
^ (->:/) = I 
a 
1 - 9x/)' 




The first method to develop the CDF of Z is based on the characteristic function. 
The moment generating function of Zj is given in Craig (1936). The characteristic 
function of the distribution of Z, = XjYj developed by Aroian et. al. (1978) is given by 
exp 
2 (1 + (60) 
\/(l * 
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The mean and variance of Zj are given as 
E(z,) = e„0„ 
(«i) 
Var(Z,) . ^ g^2g^2 
Chung (1968) has shown that if Z, and Z, have the same distribution and are independent, 
then the characteristic function of Zi - Zj is given by |4)zi(0|"- Note that under the null 
hypotheses used in the linear combination technique, the linear and bilinear constraints 
hold, and thus Zi and Z^ have the same parameters (assuming constant variance or 
assuming the standard deviations are proportional to the mean). 
Typically the inverse characteristic function is not used to derive or evaluate the 
distribution of Zj = XjYj because this fimction can be highly oscillatory, Comwell (1978). 
It is not surprising, then, that the inverse characteristic function of Z = Zj - Z, is also 
highly oscillatory. Thus we will not use the characteristic function to evaluate the 
distribution of Z. 
The second technique used to develop the CDF of Z is based on the convolution 
formula and the distribution of Zj. Meeker et. al. (1980) used a method of integration of 
the bivariate normal distribution to develop tables for a standardized Z; variable. Meeker 
and Escobar (1994) made improvements on the algorithm used in Meeker et. al. (1980). 
The convolution formula can also be used to derive a closed form distribution function of 
Z = XiYj - XjYj. Meeker and Escobar (1994) write the distribution of Z; = XjYj as 
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z iZi', 0)= j e 
















Equation (62) can be used with the convolution formula to develop the distribution of Z 
Convolution Formula: Let Zj = XjYi and ^  = X2Y2 be independent and with F2,(t,) and 
^22(^2) CDF's ofZ, and Z2. Also letZ = Zj + Zj, with F-iiz) the CDF ofZ. Then Fz(z) 
is the convolution of F21 and F22: in other words, 
F^(Z)  = F^^F^U)  -  P(XJ ,  .  ^ z )  
(63) 
= J F^jiz - t^dF^t^. 
where the integration is over the support of Z2. 
Notice that this chapter focuses on the distribution of Z = XiYj - XjYj, not on the 
distribution of XiY,+ XiYj. The above convolution formula can be adapted to find the 
distribution of Z as 
F^Cz;  0 )  =  P(XJ ,  -  X,Y^  ^  z )  
= / F^jiz - t^)dF^it^ 
( 6 4 )  
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where F^iiz + tj) is given as 
y. y/2%1 
1 - Ori>' Z ^ 





1 (t - 9xi) 
dt 
' n  (65) 
z * f-, 
- 0 yi 
dt 
'n 
znd dFz2(t2)is given as 




1 \f -t - 0, n 
1 2 
/ 
fo k; (66) 
OD 
f 0 y2ico^ 
1 (» - 012)^ 1 \r ^ - 0, K 
1 - ^ 
yjlrt 
dt 
Recall from previous chapters ±at Z = XiYj - XoY, is only one specific form of 
Z = 2^ADiag(X)Y. In order to identify biased measurement in the simple process 
described in Chapter IV, it is necessary for Z to be a function of up to ten normally 
distributed random variables. For example, a hypothesis test around node A in Figure 4.1 
is based on the value Z = X,Yi - XjY, + XgYg + XioY,o. 
It is possible to iteratively use ±e convolution formula to solve for each of the 
more complicated function, Z = ?^ADiag(X)Y. However, F^Cz; 0) dramatically increases 
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in complexity as Z gains more terms. In addition, in order to perform the gross error 
detection as described in earlier ch^ters, the distribution of the more general form of 
Z = ?^ADiag(X)Y must be numerically evaluated. Since the numerical evaluation of the 
distribution of Z = X,Y, - X2Y2 is already difficult due the intricacy of this function, the 
evaluation of Z = {^ADiag(X)Y is even more complicated. Therefore, it will be beneficial 
to use a different derivation of the distribution of Z. 
The distribution of Z can also be derived through a transformation method. Set 
Substitute these values into (t)(x,) and the following expression gives the distribution of Z: 
Z + 
z = x,yi - Xjy,, then for any given y„ x,, and yj, Xj = — and 
— i/yi > 0 
1 dz 
ify, < 0 
yi 
" / / / / <^>0'2)<t>Cyi)<t>(x2)<|> 
- OO OD .00 0 
t (fy^ 
. yi j 
/ / /  /  " Q)dy e  ^
(67) 






^ ( z . y 2 f ^ 2 »  ^  ( v i "  ^yi^Yi^Yz^xi^xi * yiyi^Yi^^^. 
- * h.y\ ^\l°Y2^Xl 
- IXjOxaVi ^Yl^YZ^Xl ^ ¥2*^X2 
- 2(z * x^2)yi^xi°Yi^Y2^x^^yi^n^n^xi^X2 
Another method to develop the CDF of Z is to use the independence assumptions 
and the CDFs of each individual random variable. It is possible to find the probability that 
Z = X,Y, - XjYt is less than some given value z, using the following formula: 
F^(z; 0) = P(Z ^ z) 
= P(XJ^ - ^ z r\ Y, < 0) 
* P(XJi - ^ z n Fi ^ 0) 
- P(X, i ^ n r, < 0) 
M 
. P(Xj 5 Ll^^a n F, S: 0) (S9) 
^1 
00 0 ^ ® 
=  f  f  [  / 
>1 
eo 00 ee * 
+ 
•> ao 0 > oo - eo 
/ / / / <l>(y2)<t>(yi)<l>(^2)<l>(-^i)^A2^i^2 
where n is used to represent the intersection of the events. 
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Unlike the methods that used the inverse characteristic functions or the convolution 
formula, this method can readily be extended to more complicated functions of Z and can 
be numerically evaluated without great difficulty. Due to the simplicity of the CDF 
method, it will be used throughout the rest of this chapter, 
5.3 Buehler's Method 
Now that the distribution of Z = XiYi - XjY, is determined, the upper and lower 
confidence bounds can be developed based on a method attributed to Buehler (1957). 
Buehler used an ordering of a discrete sample space to develop an upper confidence bound 
uniformly smallest, among bounds monotone in that ordering and of a specified level, for 
sums of products of binomial random variables. Guerrero (1984) adapted Buehler's 
method to the continuous case, for bounds that are nondecreasing functions of a specified 
statistic. Jobe and David (1992) used Guerrero's adaptation to obtain upper confidence 
bounds that are nondecreasing functions of a maximum likelihood estimator in 
reliability/maintainability problems where the distributions are exponential. 
Buehler's method is used to find all possible vectors of parameters, 
® = [0X1 > ®YM 0x2. 0Y2]^» that satisfy the condition F^iz; 0) > a, then finds the 
maximum value of f(0) = Oxi^yi - 6x26y2- For an observed z, and a pre-specified a, the 
upper 100(1 - a)% Buehler confidence bound for f(0) is defined as 
u ( z )  =  m a x  [ f i d )  iF^Cz; 0) > a). (70) 
In the same way, the lower 100(1 - a)% Buehler confidence bound for f(0) would be 
given as 
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H z )  =  m i n  0) < 1 - a). (71) 
Figure 5.1 plots f(0) versus Fz(z; 0) and demonstrates the roles of u(z) and l(z). In this 
figure, 0 = [0x1, 0Y1' 0X2' was set to 0 = [M + 1, M, M, M]^ so that f(0) and 
Fz(z; 0) are one to one functions based on the scalar M. 
Fz(z, 0) 
1-a 
l(z) u(z) f(0) 
Figure 5.1: Plot of f(0) vs. Fz(z; 0) 
5.4 Numerical Evidence for the Fact that One - Sided Buehler Confidence Intervals 
Comprise the Entire Real Line 
This section will give numerical evidence to show that applying Buehler's method 
to the exact distribution cannot give finite a - level confidence intervals. For some 
arbitrary observed value z = x,y, - x^yj, a FORTRAN program will be used to evaluate 
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of Z for several choices of f(0), and thus 
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show that u(z) = » and l(z) = -«>, (i.e. Buehler's method will always have infinite 
confidence bounds). 
For any given z, it is possible to choose an infinite number of 
0 = [0X1» ®Yi' ®x2t to be a sequence of vectors that satisfy the following conditions: 
®X1 " ? ~ ®Y1 ~ ®X2 ~ ®Y2 
2. M is some large, positive, increasing sequence 
3. ? is an arbitrarily small, fixed positive number 
Numerical evidence will show that as M tends to infinity, the corresponding vector 0 will 
eventually satisfy the conditions given in Section 5.3. In other words, for any observed z, 
as M grows larger, Fz(z; 0) will converge to some number greater than a. When ? is 
very small (i.e. 0.01) we can show that Fz(z; 0) will converge to = 0.5. It will also be 
shown numerically tfiat for this selection of 0, that as M increases to infinity, 
f(0) = 0X10Y1 - 0X20Y2 has a maximum, u(z), equal to infinity. 
To show u(z) = four arbitrary observed z values (10, 80, -90, and -700) are 
chosen. Then choosing sequences of 0's that satisfy the above three conditions will 
guarantee that F^iz) > a and that f(0) increases to More specifically, it will be shown 
that F2(z) converges to approximately 0.5 and f(0) converges to infinity as M tends to 
infinity. To show that f(0) - <», as M - note that 
f id)  = QjijOyi -
= (M . (72) 
= -* oo as M -* <*> 
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The following examples will assume the standard deviation of each individual 
random variable is one. Table 5.1 gives some values of M and Fz(z; 0) for the four 
choices of z to demonstrate that Fz(z; 0) - =0.5, as M - <». This table shows that 
observations with larger magnitudes converge more slowly than observations with smaller 
values. However, it makes no difference how large the observed value is, for all z, F^Cz; 
0) will eventually converge for large enough M. z = 10, 80, or 90 represent typical 
observations for the process described in Figure 4.1, however, z = -700 would be an 
observation of unusually large magnitude. 
Table 5.1 Effect of increasing M 
on F^Cz) when <; = 0.01, and z = 10, 80, -90, or -700 
M FzdO) Fz(80) F2(-90) Fz(-700) 
5x10 0.538 0.787 0.183 0.000 
IxIO- 0.518 0.654 0.325 0.000 
5x10= 0.502 0.530 0.462 0.240 
1x10^ 0.500 0.514 0.474 0.361 
IxlO* 0.498 0.500 0.480 0.484 
1x10" 0.498 0.498 0.496 0.497 
1x10® 0.498 0.498 0.498 0.498 
1x10'° 0.498 0.498 0.498 0.498 
Note also that for small M, negative observations give values in the lower 
percentiles and large positive observations give values of Fz(z; 0) that are closer to one. 
This is reasonable since, for small M and small <;, Fz(z; 0) is centered close to zero. As 
M increases, the center of FzCz; 0) moves farther away from zero, but the variance of Z, 
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var(Z), is increasing at a much faster rate than the mean. Thus, eventually, an observation 
of any magnitude is considered close to zero in comparison with the magnitude of the 
variance. 
Note that if q is larger, for example ? = 1.0, then Fz(z; 0) will not necessarily 
converge to 0.5, but will converge to some value between 0.3 and 0.7 (see Table 5.2). 
Increasing ? has a tendency to have f(0) grow at a faster rate in comparison to 
var(Z) = Having f(0) 
small in comparison to var(Z) keeps f(0) in the center of the distribution, thus f(0) is close 
the SO"' percentile which causes Fz(z) to be close to 0.5. Therefore <; should be kept a 
small number (less than one) in order to guarantee Fz(z; 0) > a. Thus, using the 
assumption of a variance of one is not restrictive since any constant value of var(Z) will 
evenmally achieve the same results. 
Table 5.5 Effect of increasing M 
on Fz(80) and Fz(-90)when c, = 1 
M Fz(80) Fz(-90) 
5x10 0.722 0.082 
1x10- 0.474 0.172 
5x10" 0.337 0.278 
1x10^ 0.323 0.293 
2x10^ 0.316 0.301 
5x10^ 0.311 0.305 
IxlO* 0.310 0.307 
2x10" 0.309 0.308 
IxlO' 0.309 0.308 
1x10® 0.309 0.309 
1x10'° 0.309 0.309 
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In the same way sequences of 0's can be generated to satisfy the following 
conditions that will guarantee Fz(z; 0) < 1 - a and 0 - -«> as M - <». 
®X1 ~ ®Y1 ~ ®X2 ~ ®Y2 ~ 
2. M is a positive sequence that grows increasingly large, and 
3. <; is an arbitrarily small positive number 
This selection of f(0) has a minimum, l(z), equal to negative infinity. Therefore, 
this section has shown that for any observed z, there exists a function of the parameters, 
f(0), that is equal to infinity while 0 satisfies a < Fz(z; 0) < 1 - a. In other words the 
100(1 - a)% upper Buehler confidence interval and the 100(1 - a)% lower Buehler 
confidence interval both consist of the entire real line. Section 5.5 will show that Buehler 
Confidence Bounds can be combined to form a 100(1 - a)% confidence interval and that 
this interval is nested within all confidence intervals that are strictly symmetric, 
nondecreasing function of Z. Thus, a large class of two - sided confidence intervals for 
f(0) depending on the MLE constitute the entire real line. 
5.5 Buehler Confidence Intervals 
This section gives theoretical evidence to support the evaluations given in Section 
5.4. The distribution of Z cannot be used to develop finite a - level confidence intervals. 
It would seem reasonable to use the distribution of Z = X,Y, - XjYj to determine the 
confidence interval for f(0) = ©xiOyi - 0x20y2> however, note that the variance of 
Zj = XiYi is a function of the means 
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VariXY) = E(X^Y^) - ECXY)^ 
= (Ojr + 9x^(^y * ®r) " (73) 
= Oj0y + OyOj -K ojoy 
Recall from Chapter III that 0x = E(X) = /tx + By = E(Y) = /ty + Sy Thus, 
an estimate of the var(Z) would also need to include estimates of 0x and By. Thus, f(0) 
and var(Z) are both functions of 0. 
The following theorems will prove the claim that 100(1 - a)% Buehler Confidence 
Intervals are uniformly "best" in a certain sense to be explained below. Theorems 5.1- 5.5 
are similar to proofs for upper confidence bounds given in Jobe and David (1992). 
The following theorems show that Buehler confidence bounds are uniformly 
smallest among all confidence bounds that are nondecreasing functions of Z. The 
following definitions will be used in the following proofs. 
Definition: Two - sided 100(1 - cc)% Buehler Confidence Intervals = (l(z), u(z)) where 
u { z )  =  m a x  
l ( z )  =  t n i n  
( \ 
fid) iF^iz; e)  > i  
2 / 
/ (74) 
f ( 6 ) \ F ^ ( z ;  0)  <  1  -  ^  
Definition: A system of two - sided 100(1 - ce)% confidence intervals for a parametric 
function f(6) is said to be nondecreasing with respect to a statistic Z if both 
the upper confidence bound, UCB(z). and the lower confidence bound, 
LCB(z), forf(6) are nondecreasing with respect to z. 
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Definition: A system of two - sided 100(1 - a) % confidence intervals for a parametric 
function f(6) is said to be strictly symmetric if 
P(f(0) > UCB(Z)) = -i = p(f(0} < LCB(Z)) 
2 
Theorem 5.1 Let U. = {Q\F2(z:0) > ^}. andL. = {Q\F2(z;0) < 
then (U, nL,} is a system of 100(1 - a) 7o confident regions for 0. 
proof 
Pe(0 e lU  ^n L^]) - pj i < Fj(Z; 0) < 1 -
. Pe < F^(Z; 0) . P, F^(Z; 0) < 1 - ^ 
V ^ J \ A 
- ^ < ^z(z; 0> ^2(z; 0) < 1 - T 
k Z 2 
= 1 - a. QED 
Theorem 5.2 Let u. = sup{f(0)\Fz(z;0) > —}. then u. is nondecreasing in z. 
proof 
z* > z - F2(z*;0) ^Fz(z;0) 
so 
- a. = {e\F^(z';0) > s {9\F^(z;0) > = U, 
- sup{f(0)\F2(z*;6) > sup{f(0)\Fz(z;0) }=u^ QED 
2 2 
Theorem 5.3 Let I. = inf {f(6)\F2(z;6) < 1 - —}, then ^ is nondecreasing in z. 
2 
proof 
z* > z F2(z*;6) kF2(z;0) 
- L,. = {e\F:,(z*:0) < I - ^} C(e\F^(z;ei) < I -
« /,.= inf{fmFz(z*;0) < 1 - infm\Fz(z:0) QED 
Theorem 5.4 {/,, uJ is a system of 100(1-a)% confidence bounds forf(0). 
proof 
Fed, ^f(0) ^u.J ^ Pg(e e {U, nLJ) 
= 1- a. QED 
Remark: clearly {/., u,} are strictly symmetric. 
Theorem 5.5 If {e,,fJ is a system of two - sided nondecreasing 100(1 - a)% strictly 
symmetric confidence bounds forf(6), then {L, uj c {e^.fJ for every z; in other words 
{I., uJ is nested in (e., fj. 
proof 
Suppose not, then either u, > for L < e. for some z. Without loss of generality, suppose 
t h e  f o r m e r ,  t h e n  f o r  s o m e  z *  >  z ,  a s s u m e  u ^ ,  >  f , .  
Then there exists a 0* eUz* such thatf(0*^) > f,. 
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Nowf, ^f(0*) implies z > z*. Then 
Pg*(f(0*) ^ Pe*(z > z*) = l-F^iz*; a*) <l-a. 
Thus, /ie. f J is not a system of 100(1 - a) % confidence bounds for f (6). QED 
Thus we have shown that one - sided Buehler bounds can be combined to form 
Buehler two - sided confidence intervals that are nondecreasing, strictly symmetric in z, 
and nested in any other strictly symmetric nondecreasing 100(1 - a)% confidence 
intervals. 
5.6 Buehler Confidence Intervals for f(6) comprise the entire real line, at least for 
a < 1/8 
Theorem 5.6 will show that 100(1 - a)% Buehler upper confidence bounds for f(0) 
are infinite. Theorem 5.6 is given for the case of Z = XiYi - XjY,, with a smaller than 
1/16. Currently, this proof can only be extended to more complicated functions of Z by 
decreasing the desired a. More work can be done using any of the derivations in section 
5.2 to extend this proof without decreasing our desired a - level. 




u(z) = sup /e)|fifee) > ^ 
proof 
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If for any observed z, there exists a sequence of f(0) that tends to infinity while 
Fz(z; 0) remains greater than —, then the 100(1 - —)% upper confidence bound, 
u(z) = This proof will first require a choice of a (currently a is restricted to be less 
than 1/8). Based on the choice of a, the values of e, K, and M will be derived that satisfy 
the conditions listed below. Once these choices for e, K, and M have been determined, 
they are applied to Equation (78). 
For any observed z and any a < 1/8, select any e that satisfies the following 
equation 
a 





Once e is selected, then select any K that is large enough to satisfy the following 
conditions 
^o(- ^ e 
I - €| ^ $,(-26). 
(76) 
For any M > K, select 6 in the following manner 
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0^ = M 
n 
0„ = M 
'2 
= M + €. 
Now for any observed z, the selections of a, e, M, and 0 guarantee that 
F^r, 0) . ^(2 ^ z) 
. P(X7, zr^Y^ < 0) * P(X^Y^ - X^Y^ ^ z n Y^ i 0) 
z * X.Y. z * X,Y, 
- PiX, i nY, < 0)* P{X, <, —^ nY^^O) y. I'l 
. . .  ^  •  V i  
^ i ! j S 4>e„(y2)4>e„Cyi)<l>^(Xj)(|>e^(x,)<fci£fcjrfyj<fyj 




Z * J^2 
Z * 
\ M 
' f K^2)f \(yi)f <i>e^0c2) \ 
0 
^ f <t>Mf MOf Ml) 
U 0 u 
^ f Ml)! 
U 0 u 
• f Mi)f Mi)f Ml) *o(-|; - ejdx^ify^ify^ 
MO M \ ™ / 
» « 












This choice of 0 also guaranies f(0) increases to infinity as M increases, since 
m -
. (M . e)M - fW) 
= Me - oo as M 0°. 
Thus, for any observed z, there exists a sequence of f(0) that tends to infinity while 
Fz(z; 6) remains greater than —. In other words, the upper 100(1 - —)% Buehler 
confidence interval consists of the entire real line. 
A similar proof can be used to show that the lower 100(1 - Buehler bound 
for f(0) is equal to negative infinity while Fz(z; 0) remains less than 1 - —. For any 
observed z, the proof selects a, e, M, and f(0) to show that 
0)= 1 -  />(Z ^ z) 
= p(xj^ - ^ 2 n Fj < 0) . p(xj^ - ^ z n ^ 0) 
z + X,7, z + XjK, 
. P(Xi s —n 7; < 0) » P(X, i ^ n y, i 0) 
M M 
° f  f  f  / '''8„()'2)'t>«„Cy,)<tl8„(>r2)<l>9„^-*l)'i«l'&2<i>'l'fy2 (80) 
- oo 0 -a> z , Xjyj 
>1 




Thus this section has shown that the 100(1 - a)% two - sided Buehler confidence interval, 
{l(z), u(z)}, consists of the entire real line. 
5.6 Use of the Natural Pivotal Statistic for Confidence Interval Construction 
It may seem reasonable to look at a pivotal statistic with the parameter free 
distribution to find a test to determine confidence intervals for f(0). Pivotal statistics have 
already been used in chapter III in the Sphere Method (SPM) since each of the observed 
values Xj and Yj were standardized as (Xj - 0xi)/<Jxi (Y,- 0yj)/aYi. A natural pivotal 
statistic that would seem reasonable to use is 
(X, - - dy) - (X, - d^xr, - 0J,). (81) 
However it is possible to use similar methods as those used in Section 5.5 to show that the 
upper and lower bounds for f(0) are infinite subject to the constraints 
z i (X, - e^ x^r, - e,) - (x, - <; z- (S2) 
where Z. is the lower bound and Z* are the appropriate upper and lower percentiles. As 
done in the previous section we need to prove that the maximum of f(0) subject to the 
above constraint is infinity and the minimum of f(0) subject to the above constraint is 
negative infinity. 
Theorem 5.7 
sup^e)iz s  (X, -  0j;_)(r,  -  0y) -  (Xj -  e^xr^ -  ^ z-).  (83) 
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proof 
If we can show that there exist a sequence f(0) that tends to irtfinity v\Mle 
(JT, - e^^xy, - - (x, - - k (84) 
for some constant k that satires 
^ k ^ Z' (85) 
then 
s u p  (/te)|z s (X, - e^xr, - e,) - (x^ - e^x?, - 0^^) s zj = (g® 
Fist notice that Equation (84) can be written as 
k ^ ( X ^ -  0.)(F, - Q y )  
e, —2_J—L , X, (87) 
(0y - r,) • 
Now, note that for any observed Xj > 0 Y„ X2, and Yj we can select 
\ = ^2 (88) 
0 « 00 
M 
then Equation 87 can be solved for any kby ~ Xj. 
Thus, these choices for dy,. 6x2' <^nd satisfy Equation (84) (thus satining 
the constraint given in Equation (83)) and also satires f(6) = Oxj^n- tends to 
infinity as dyj increases to infinity. 
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QED 
A very similar proof can be done to show that the lower bound is equal to negative 
infinity, we simply prove the following 
sup(fi!d)\z, 5 (X, - e^xr, - 0^ )^ - (X, -  ^ z-). <89) 
This chapter has shown that the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) or the natural 
pivotal quantity (NPQ) lead to infinite 100(1 - a)% confidence intervals. Thus, it is not 
possible to develop a - level hypothesis tests for gross error detection and identification 
through these appraoches. The next chapter will develop a method that approaches the 
distribution of the MLE. However, as done in Ch^ter III for the SQM, the next chapter 
develops confidence intervals for each individual product term ,6xi0yi, before developing 
the confidence interval for f(0), more efficiently than was done in Chapter III. Thus, 
Chapter VI avoids the difficulties of this chapter by reducing the dimensionality of the 
parameter space and requiring exact confidence intervals. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE ROTATED SQUARE METHOD 
6.1 Introduction 
In Chapter III, the Square Method (SQM) was used to develop at least a - level 
confidence intervals for f(0). Chapter IV showed that the SQM tends to give very large 
confidence regions resulting in low power. The Rotated Square Method (RSM) develops a 
significantly smaller confidence region corresponding to the hypothesis test 
Ho:J^ADiag(0x)6y = 0, while still guaranteeing at least a - level, by appropriately rotating 
the square region developed in the SQM. 
The RSM also uses an inversion process similar to Chapter V to develop a - level 
confidence intervals. This chapter will develop confidence regions for all possible vectors, 
0, and then will decide which regions of 0 to accept based on the vectors of observations 
X and Y. This inversion method develops confidence regions that reflect the distribution 
of Z = 2^ADiag(X)Y. Thus, the Rotated Square Method uses techniques developed in 
Chapter III and Chapter V to construct a technique for conservative a - level confidence 
intervals. This interval also emulates the shape of the regions of the distribution of Z that 
could not be resolved in Chapter V. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses the development of the 
RSM. An illustration of the RSM for specific values is given in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 
evaluates the identification ability of the RSM and gives a summary of this technique. 
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6.2 The Rotated Square Method (RSM) 
The first step in this technique is to choose any particular pair of parameters. 
These parameters are then used to develop acceptance regions, for Xj and Yj, 
by (0xi* - ZyOxi 5 Xj < 0xi* + z^Oxj) and (0Yi* - z^ayj ^ Yj s 0Yi* + z^Oyi) where is 
determined in the same manner as the SQM. This region will form a square with it's 
center at (0xi which is represented by the dashed square in Figure 6.1. 
This dashed square is then rotated so that two lines of the square are parallel to the 




Figure 6.1: The Rotated Square Method 
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represented by the solid square in Figure 6.1. This solid square is exacdy the same size 
and sh^e as the square in the Square Method 2, the only difference being that this method 
rotates each square with a center at (6xi 
Note in Figure 6.1, the maximum(0^0Yi) of the dashed square is much larger than 
the maximum(6^0Yi) in the solid square. This illustrates how the rotation of the squares 
develops new confidence regions that are still a - level, however the rotated regions create 
smaller intervals for [minimum(0^0Yi), maximumCOj^iOyj)]. 
Once this rotated square is created, it is necessary to determine if our observed 
values, (Xj, yj), fall into this square. If (Xj, y;) does fall into this rotated square, the pair of 
parameters, (0xi is considered part of the confidence region of interest. If (Xj, 
is not within the rotated square, the pair of parameters, (0xi *1 0Yi*)» is not considered part 
of the confidence region of interest. 
These steps are repeated for all feasible pairs of parameters, (O^i, Oyi) and thus 
develops die following region {(©m, 0Yi): (Xi, yi) e B(0xi, Oyi)} where B(0xi, Qy) is the 
rotated square region based on pairs of parameter values of (0xi, ©yi)- For the first 
selected pair of parameters, (0xi*, Qy*). B (0xi*, Oy*) is the region inside the solid 
rectangle in Figure 6.1. Note that there exists a region C such that 
{(0^,0j^):(x,.,>'f) 6 B(0^»0jj)} = ^ COc.,yi)} (99) 
A region of all accepted pairs of parameters, {(Oxj, 0Yi) : (Xi, y) e B(0xi, ©yi)} , is 
formed for every stream (i.e. this rotation is done for all i squares - all parameters of 
interest). These rotated squares can then be combined to form a 2p - dimensional overall 
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a - level region where p is the number of pairs of parameters. The maximum and 
minimum of each two - dimensional region is found and these maximums and minimums 
of each pair of parameters can then be combined to find the maximum and minimum value 
of C^ADiag(0x)0yi for the overall a - level region. The last step is to determine if zero is 
in the interval [maximum {^ADiag(6x)0Yii minimum ?''"ADiag(0x)0YJ* 
6.3 Illustration of the Rotated Square Method 
This section contains an example in order to further explain this mediod. It 
assumes that the simplest process network with one input and one output stream and that a 
= 0.05. This illustration will focus on one choice of a particular value of (0xi, Oyi), 
(0Xi*» 0Yi*) = (2, 5). At least 100(1 - a)% confidence regions (rotated squares) are 
computed by the following method. 
Step 1: First we will find the tangent line to the function 
A) 0yi = f(0^i) = 10/0,1. Through taking derivatives, observe that 
0'yi = f (0xi) = For the points of this function, (0xi*, Qy*) = (2i 5) 
f (2) = -10/4. 
B) Thus, the equation for the slope of the tangent line at this point is 
(0Y1 - 5) = -(10/4)(6x, - 2), and the equation for the slope of the negative reciprocal 
of the tangent line at this point, (Oyr 5) = (4/lO)(0„- 2). 




^ib - a)' (b - a) yjid - a)' (d - a) 
where 6 is a point on the tangent line, d  i s a .  point on the horizontal axis line and a is a 
point on both lines. 
Step 3: Once cos(P) has been found the radius, r= a*Z„/cos(P), can be determined, 
which is the distance these lines need to be moved from the center point. The following 
equations will move the lines of the box out r units to form a rotated 95 % square with 
center point (0xi*, Qyi*) =(2,5). These four equations form the four lines of the solid 
rectangle in Figure 6.1. 
(92) 
Step 4: Determine if our observed point (Xj.y,) is in this square. If this square based on 
the points (0xi*, Oy*) = (2, 5), includes the observed values (Xi,y,), (0xi*, 0Yi*) will be 
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included in the region of interest. If (x„y,) is not in this rotated box, (0xi*, 0Yi*) will not 
be included in the region. 
This process will be repeated for all feasible values of (0xi, Syi) to form a region of 
possible true values, based on our observed values (Xi, y,). This whole process can be 
repeated to obtain a region for (Xj, y,). This process will form the region given in Figure 
6.2 when axi = OYi= 1, for the observed values (x^ y„ Xj, X2) = (2, 4, 5, 4). Once the 
steps are completed for (Xj, yj), the two regions are combined to determine the 
[maximum(0xi6Yi - 0x20y2)» minimum(0xi0Yi - 0x2®y2)] as done in the previous method. 
Fail to reject the hypothesis Ho:2^ADiag(0x)0Y =0xi0yi - 0x26y2= 0 if zero is in the 
interval [maximum(0xi0Yi - 6x20y2)' niinimum(0xi0Yi - 6x20y2)]* 
6.4 Evaluation of the Rotated Square Method 
This section contains data from a simulation smdy that evaluates the identification 
ability of the Rotated Square Method (RSM). Rotating a confidence region, as done in 
Figure 6.1, only maintains a - level when all sides are of equal length and the distribution 
is symmetric through every axis. Thus, unlike the techniques evaluated in Chapter IV, 
the RSM only guarantees a - level hypothesis tests when the standard deviations of all 
variables are equal. In this study, the process in Figure 4.1 is used with the same means 
and magnitudes of biases as given in Chapter IV, however, the standard deviations of all 
random variables are set equal to one. 
In order to compare the identification ability of the RSM with other techniques, the 
SQM was also evaluated for the special case of all standard deviations set equal to one. 
"x 
Figure 6.2: Confidence region for 0x,0y, when X, = 2 and 
Confidence region for when Xj = 5 and Yj = 
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A more complete study for the RSM and the SQM when the standard deviations are equal 
to one is given in Appendix C. 
Table 6.1 and 6,2 show the effects of changing the location of the Y bias (the bias 
in the component percentage measurements). In this section, biases are still considered to 
be proportional to the means. Thus, identification of biases is still related to the location 
of the bias. As shown in Table 6.1 and 6.2, streams with larger means in both the X and 
Y variables, and corresponding larger biases, were easier to identify than measurements 
with smaller means. 
Table 6.1 RSM: Effect of location on identification ability, 
with N = 20, CT = 1, and a = .1 
Biased 
Y Variable 
Mx f^Y OPFY AVTIY OPY 
1 17 43 17.60 0.0 17.60 
2 78 26 100.00 0.0 100.00 
3 93 37 100.00 0.0 100.00 
4 55 45 100.00 0.0 100.00 
5 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
6 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
7 15 98 99.95 0.0 99.95 
8 38 27 79.14 0.0 79.14 
9 49 87 99.80 0.0 100.00 
10 23 11 0.00 0.0 0.00 
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Comparing Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show that both the RSM and the SQM are effective 
methods for identifying biases. Note that in stream 10, the component percentage bias is 
equal to 0.25AtYio — 2.75, and the standard deviation is equal to one. Thus, the bias in 
stream 10 is very difficult to identify for any method. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show that the 
RSM has higher power performance than the SQM. 
Table 6.2 SQM: Effect of location on identification ability, 
with N = 20, a = 1, and a = .1 
Biased 
Y Variable 
Mx My OPFY AVTIY OPY 
1 17 43 0.53 0.0 0.53 
2 78 26 100.00 0.0 100.00 
3 93 37 100.00 0.0 100.00 
4 55 45 100.00 0.0 100.00 
5 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
6 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
7 15 98 97.48 0.0 97.48 
8 38 27 11.61 0.0 11.61 
9 49 87 100.00 0.0 100.00 
10 23 11 0.00 0.0 0.00 
Table 6.3 shows the effect of changing the a - level on identification performance. 
Analogous to the methods evaluated in Chapter IV, this table shows that, as a increases, 
the power performance measures generally increase. In addition, as expected, increasing 
a also increases the probability of type I errors. The effect of sample size (N), for the 
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Table 6.3 RSM: Effect of a-level 
N = 20, a = 1, and Syi — 0.25^yi 
a OPFY AVTIY OPY 
.1 17.60 0.0000 17.60 
.2 36.87 0.0003 36.87 
.4 64.52 0.0042 64.67 
Table 6.4 RSM: Effect of sample size (N), 
a = .1, o = 
" 1» ^YS — 0.25^Yg 
N OPFY AVTIY OPY 
10 15.89 0.0 15.91 
20 79.14 0.0 79.14 
100 100.00 0.0 100.00 
RSM is given in Table 6.4. Using the same reasoning given in Chapter IV, increasing the 
sample size increases OPY and OPFY and decreases AVTIY for both the RSM. For 
further evaluation of the Rotated Square Method, see Appendix C. 
In general, the RSM is a very effective technique for the detection and 
identification of systematic biases when the variance of the random variables can be 
assumed to be equal. The RSM has poor power performance in identification of 
systematic biases with very small magnitudes, however, the RSM has higher power 
performance than the SQM. The ability of the RSM to identify biases with small 
magnitudes improves by increasing the sample size or by increasing a. The AVTIY of the 
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RSM is similar to the SQM, which can be explained by the conservative confidence 
intervals developed in both techniques. 
The RSM can be extended to the case when variances are not equal. This extension 
would consist of finding the length of each individual confidence interval so that the 
overall rotated region would still guarantee at least a 95% confidence interval for f(0). 
Once this is done, it appears the RSM will provide high power performance while 






Gross Error Detection (GED) has been used for many years to detect, identify, and 
correct systematic biases in process measurements. However, GED has not seen 
widespread use due to many theoretical limitations, Rollins and Davis (1992) greatly 
improved GED by thoroughly developing accurate statistical techniques for the case of 
linear (mass balance) constraints and steady state conditions. 
Before GED can be implemented into chemical processes, it needs to be extended to 
fit more complicated process conditions such as nonlinear constraints or dynamic 
conditions. Rollins and Roelfs (1992) developed two techniques, the Two Stage Approach 
(TSA) and the Linearization Approach (LA), to detect, identify, and correct biased process 
measurements when constraints are bilinear. However, the work by Rollins and Roelfs 
(1992) used many simplifying assumptions which only developed approximate testing 
procedures. 
The purpose of this work was to develop the theoretical work of Gross Error 
Detection (GED) in order to develop more accurate statistical testing procedures when 
process constraints are bilinear. This research has discussed the development and 
evaluation of several new techniques for the detection and identification of systematic 
errors for bilinear process constraints. Specifically, the Square Method, the Sphere 
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Method, and the Rotated Square Method were developed without requiring simplifying 
distributional assumptions. The exact distribution was developed and it was shown that 
this distribution cannot be used to develop 100 (1 - a) % confidence intervals for the 
function f(0)= 6xi0yi - 0x20y2- A. testing procedure based on asymptotic theory, the 
Likelihood Ratio Test, was also developed. 
Evaluation of the Square Method (SQM), the Sphere Method (SPM), the Rotated 
Square Method (RSM), and the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) has shown that all of these 
techniques have good identification ability. In general, the Square Method has lower 
power than the SPM and the ROT. The ROT and the SQU have consistentiy very small 
AVTIY compared to all other techniques. The LRT has similar performance to the Two 
Stage Approach and the Linearization Approach in that it has greater power and higher 
AVTIY than the other techniques developed in this work. 
The interests of tiie engineer will be important in determining which technique 
should be used. If the goal is only to identify small biases in the random variables 
corresponding to the bilinear constraints, and the random variables corresponding to the 
linear constraints have no biases, the LRT is the best choice. However, if the interest is in 
both the X and the Y random variables, it may be more appropriate to use the TSA, the 
ROT, or the SPH. If it is necessary to maintain low type I errors, the best technique may 
be the ROT or the SQM. 
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7.2 Future Work 
This work has provided many possibilities for future research. The first extension 
of this work should involve extending the Rotated Square Method to the case of unequal 
variances. This can be done by evaluating the multivariate integral for the multivariate 
normal distribution to determine the area within the confidence region, then the length of 
each individual confidence region can be adjusted to guarantee that a conservative 
100(1 - a)% confidence interval can be developed. This will allow the RSM to be easily 
adapted to fit many common process conditions. 
Secondly, each of the four techniques developed and evaluated in this work, the 
SQM, the SPM, the RSM, and the LRT, can be extended to trilinear and other nonlinear 
constraints. Though bilinear constraints are very common in chemical processes, there are 
many other types of physical constraints that occur frequently. For example, a common 
type of trilinear process constraint could consist of density times volumetric flow times 
composition. 
Thirdly, the development of the proof for the exact distribution given in Section 5.4 
is conservative and only holds for the specific case Z = X,Yi - XjY,. However, empirical 
evidence indicates that 100(l-a)% Buehler bounds for f(6) are infinite for any random 
variable Z = 8^ADiag(X)Y. Thus, this proof should be extended to handle the more 
general case of Z = ?'^ADiag(X)Y. 
This work has shown that the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) is able to detect biases 
very well, even when sample size and a-level are very small. However, the LRT is an 
approximate test and is not able to control AVTIY as well as other techniques. A study 
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could be done to determine why the LRT is so much more sensitive than other techniques. 
One possible explanation is that other techniques mcorporate the use of the variances of 
product terms, Xi*Yi, while the LRT is based only on individual variances. Note that 
when we work with the variances of the product terms, differences in the variances are 
magnified greatly. As discussed earlier, the differences in the variances creates the 
greatest difficulty in identification of small streams. Thus the magnified differences in the 
variances that occurs in the previous techniques, the TSA, the LA, the SQM, and the 
RSM, makes identification of biased random variables more difficult than the identification 
of biased random variables performed in the LRT. 
The high power of the LRT, even for small streams, indicates the need for a second 
simulation study with other chemical process networks. A study should be done while 
more fully varying the magnitudes of biases, the standard deviations, the sample size, 
a - level, and the magnimde of the means to evaluate when the LRT for identification of 
small biases preforms well. This study should determine if and when there are any cases 
where the LRT has low power and determine the true effect of changing the sample size. 
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APPENDIX A 
roENTIFICATION STUDY FOR THE SQM, THE SPM, AND THE LRT 
This appendix contains data from a simulation study that compares the identification 
ability of the three techniques given in Chapter III, the Square Method (SQM), the Sphere 
Method (SPM), and the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT). The following twelve tables show 
how varying the number of biases, the magnimde of the bias, and the location of the bias 
will effect the identification ability of each of these techniques. 
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Table A-1. Square Method: Identification ability, N = 10, a = 0.1, 
6^ — 0.25 <5;igr ~ 0.25/1^, II 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 
- 2 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 3 99.67 0.00 99.67 
- 4 - 81.25 0.00 81.25 
5 _ 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 6 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 7 _ 1.34 0.00 1.34 
- 8 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
_ _ 9 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 81.86 0.01 91.02 
5 10 7 9 98.72 0.01 98.92 
5 8 3 97.79 0.06 99.84 
- 4 5 81.04 0.00 90.52 
4 9 2 4 0.00 6.00 99.92 
4 7 7 9 90.73 0.02 95.80 
5 8 1 _ 0.00 0.03 0.00 
- 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
10 - 3 10 0.00 0.01 48.82 
1 3 7 9 98.69 0.05 99.96 
1 6 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 
- 1 5 0.00 0.00 50.00 
5 - 2 9 99.64 0.00 99.88 
2 10 7 9 0.09 3.00 100.00 
6 8 5 7 6.72 0.09 53.34 
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Table A-2. Square Method: Identification ability, N = 20, a = 0.1, 
— 0.25ft]Q, 5;^ — 0.25ILjq, dkyk — .25^]^ dyi = .25flyi 
i j k I OPFY AVTIY OPY 
^ _ 1 0.01 0.00 0.01 
-
2 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 3 _ 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 4 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 5 _ 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 6 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 7 _ 42.22 0.00 42.22 
- 8 - 0.20 0.00 0.20 
9 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 99.97 0.00 99.99 
5 10 7 9 99.01 0.01 99.04 
5 8 3 « 97.95 0.06 100.00 
- 4 5 99.97 0.00 99.99 
4 9 2 4 97.37 0.16 100.00 
4 7 7 9 98.12 0.04 99.96 
5 8 1 • 0.00 0.04 0.04 
- 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
10 - 3 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
1 3 7 9 98.79 0.07 100.00 
1 6 8 - 0.17 0.01 0.21 
- 1 5 0.26 0.00 50.13 
5 - 2 9 99.59 0.01 99.98 
2 10 7 9 98.68 0.04 100.00 
6 8 5 7 57.31 0.14 78.66 
Table A-3. Square Method: Identification ability, N = 20, a = 0.2, 
dyi = .25hyi, ~ 0.25fl}q, 6^ = 0.25fi^, sk^j. = .25fiff^ 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
_ 1 _ 0.18 0.00 0.18 
-
- 2 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 3 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 4 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ 5 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 6 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ 7 _ 68.79 0.00 68.79 
- - 8 - 1.96 0.00 1.96 
_ _ 9 _ 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 99.99 0.0 100.00 
5 10 7 9 97.73 0.03 97.83 
5 8 3 _ 95.04 0.15 100.00 
-
- 4 5 100.00 0.00 100.00 
4 9 2 4 94.81 0.31 100.00 
4 7 7 9 96.05 0.08 99.99 
5 8 1 _ 0.02 0.10 0.27 
- - 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
10 3 10 0.00 0.02 50.00 
1 3 7 9 97.21 0.17 100.00 
1 6 8 • 1.65 0.02 1.75 
- - 1 5 1.27 0.00 50.64 
5 • 2 9 99.15 0.02 99.99 
2 10 7 9 97.27 0.08 100.00 
6 8 5 7 76.44 0.32 82.22 
Table A-4. Square Method: Identificatioii ability, N = 20, a = 0.4, 
djd — 0.25/1x1, SjQ — 0.25fi]Q, ~ Syi — .25iiyi 
i j k I OPFY AVTIY OPY 
1 • 2.16 0.00 2.16 
- - 2 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ 3 100.00 0.00 100.00 
-
- 4 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
5 _ 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 6 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
7 _ 91.65 0.00 91.65 
- - 8 - 11.30 0.00 11.30 
_ 9 99.95 0.00 100.00 
- - 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 98.47 0.06 100.00 
5 10 7 9 93.34 0.10 94.02 
5 8 3 89.38 0.32 100.00 
- - 4 5 99.99 0.00 100.00 
4 9 2 4 89.27 0.65 100.00 
4 7 7 9 90.17 0.20 100.00 
5 8 1 _ 1.02 0.20 2.43 
- - 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
10 3 10 0.00 0.22 50.03 
1 3 7 9 92.90 0.42 100.00 
1 6 8 . 10.71 0.08 11.40 
- - 1 5 8.83 0.00 54.20 
5 2 9 97.45 0.05 100.00 
2 10 7 9 0.00 3.04 100.00 
6 8 5 7 85.55 0.70 92.79 
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—  0 . 2 5 d k y ^  
— .25lly^ Syl — .25flyi 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
_ _ 1 0.90 0.00 0.90 
- 2 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
3 _ 99.96 0.00 100.00 
- 4 - 99.86 0.00 99.86 
. — 5 99.98 0.00 100.00 
- 6 - 99.99 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 7 53.45 0.00 53.48 
- 8 - 10.24 0.00 10.26 
9 99.35 0.01 100.00 
- 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 99.60 0.01 99.93 
5 10 7 9 97.50 0.04 98.80 
5 8 3 • 97.26 0.08 100.00 
- 4 5 99.69 0.00 99.23 
4 9 2 4 0.00 6.01 100.00 
4 7 7 9 97.20 0.04 94.68 
5 8 1 _ 0.33 0.05 0.70 
- 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
10 3 10 « 0.00 0.11 50.00 
1 3 7 9 97.99 0.09 100.00 
1 6 8 10.14 0.01 10.25 
- 1 5 5.81 0.00 52.92 
5 - 2 9 98.99 0.02 99.98 
2 10 7 9 0.10 3.02 100.00 
6 8 5 7 67.97 0.19 84.06 
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Table A-6 Sphere Method: Identification ability, N = 20, a = 0.1, 
— 0.25nxj, ^3Q — 0.25fl,Q, Sky). dyi = .25fi|7 
i j k I OPFY AVTIY OPY 
. _ 1 9.17 0.00 9.17 
- 2 - 99.99 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 3 99.99 0.00 100.00 
- 4 - 99.98 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 5 _ 99.96 0.00 100.00 
- 6 - 99.99 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 7 _ 97.83 0.00 97.84 
- 8 - 46.08 0.00 46.17 
_ _ 9 99.36 0.01 100.00 
- 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 99.69 0.01 100.00 
5 10 7 9 97.51 0.05 99.03 
5 8 3 _ 96.88 0.09 100.00 
- 4 5 99.85 0.00 100.00 
4 9 2 4 0.00 6.01 100.00 
4 7 7 9 97.42 0.05 100.00 
5 8 1 _ 6.93 0.06 7.90 
- 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
10 - 3 10 0.00 0.68 50.07 
1 3 7 9 98.20 0.08 100.00 
1 6 8 45.47 0.02 45.48 
- 1 5 24.89 0.00 62.50 
5 - 2 9 99.01 0.02 100.00 
2 10 7 9 0.00 3.02 100.00 
6 8 5 7 95.76 0.22 97.96 
Table A-7 Sphere Method: Identification ability, N = 20, a = 0.2, 
^xi ~ = 0.25fi^, Skff^ = 3^ = .25HYI 
i j k I OPFY AVTIY OPY 
_ 1 17.59 0.00 17.69 
- - 2 - 99.97 0.00 100.00 
_ 3 99.90 0.00 100.00 
- - 4 - 99.95 0.00 100.00 
_ 5 _ 99.91 0.00 100.00 
- - 6 - 99.97 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 7 99.17 0.00 99.88 
- - 8 - 59.74 0.00 59.91 
_ _ 9 98.45 0.03 100.00 
- - 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 99.20 0.03 100.00 
5 10 7 9 94.62 0.13 98.21 
5 8 3 _ 94.19 0.17 100.00 
- - 4 5 99.57 0.00 100.00 
4 9 2 4 0.00 6.03 100.00 
4 7 7 9 94.19 0.12 100.00 
5 8 1 14.18 0.12 16.50 
- - 2 10 0.01 0.00 50.00 
10 - 3 10 0.00 1.04 50.19 
1 3 7 9 95.50 0.21 100.00 
1 6 8 _ 58.87 0.04 59.60 
- - 1 5 35.97 0.01 68.10 
5 . 2 9 97.49 0.05 100.00 
2 10 7 9 0.00 3.05 100.00 
6 8 5 7 93.39 0.42 96.99 
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Table A-8 Sphere Methcxl: Identification ability, N = 20, a = 0.4, 
— 0.25/1x1, 6^ = 0.25/l}g, dky^ 
— •25nYtt, II 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
^ _ 1 _ 32.50 0.01 32.90 
- 2 - 99.90 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 3 _ 99.48 0.01 100.00 
- 4 - 99.79 0.00 100.00 
5 _ 99.69 0.00 100.00 
- 6 - 99.81 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 7 _ 99.43 0.01 99.86 
- 8 - 74.51 0.02 75.33 
_ _ 9 95.58 0.09 100.00 
- 10 - 0.02 0.01 0.02 
2 10 2 4 97.82 0.08 100.00 
5 10 7 9 86.94 0.34 96.33 
5 8 3 _ S1.23 0.38 100.00 
- 4 5 98.39 0.02 100.00 
4 9 2 4 0.00 6.09 100.00 
4 7 7 9 85.82 0.31 100.00 
5 8 1 _ 27.51 0.28 34.43 
- 2 10 0.02 0.00 50.01 
10 - 3 10 0.00 1.48 51.01 
1 3 7 9 88.73 0.52 100.00 
1 6 8 . 72.04 0.16 75.14 
- 1 5 52.30 0.03 76.75 
5 - 2 9 92.56 0.16 100.00 
2 10 7 9 0.00 3.15 100.00 
6 8 5 7 85.79 0.92 93.95 
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Table A-9 LRT: Identification ability, N = 10, a =0.1, 
— 0.25 
— 0.25II]Q, dkyk -• •25/tjt, dyi = .25HYI 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
_ _ 1 42.56 0.23 49.75 
- 2 - 93.08 0.09 100.00 
3 83.52 0.28 100.00 
- 4 - 90.45 0.12 100.00 
• - 5 _ 87.50 0.21 100.00 
- 6 - 89.02 0.18 100.00 
« _ 7 82.08 0.29 98.96 
- 8 - 73.21 0.25 86.18 
. _ 9 _ 81.95 0.32 100.00 
- 10 - 2.24 0.17 2.74 
2 10 2 4 1.21 3.07 100.00 
5 10 7 9 0.00 5.29 99.56 
5 8 3 0.00 3.18 100.00 
- 4 5 73.71 0.54 100.00 
4 9 2 4 0.00 6.20 100.00 
4 7 7 9 0.00 2.62 100.00 
5 8 1 _ 0.00 2.57 67.99 
- 2 10 2.93 0.13 51.74 
10 - 3 10 0.00 3.11 99.91 
1 3 7 9 0.00 6.20 100.00 
1 6 8 • 0.00 5.85 85.83 
- 1 5 52.11 0.52 84.06 
5 - 2 9 0.00 2.54 100.00 
2 10 7 9 0.00 3.52 100.00 
6 8 5 7 0.00 7.97 98.63 
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Table A-10 LRT: Identification ability, N = 20, a =0.1, 
6}[i — 0.25n}(j, djQ — 0.25fl]g, dkyt ~ -^Sflyic dyi = '25hyi 
i j k I OPFY AVTIY OPY 
- - 1 71.05 0.28 83.48 
- - 2 - 92.52 0.10 100.00 
- - 3 - 83.09 0.29 100.00 
_ - 4 - 89.96 0.13 100.00 
- - 5 - 87.21 0.21 100.00 
- - 6 - 88.19 0.20 100.00 
7 81.69 0.31 98.76 
- - 8 - 82.75 0.29 100.00 
- - 9 - 81.22 0.33 100.00 
- - 10 - 6.84 0.22 8.72 
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Table A-11 LRT: Identification ability, N = 20, a = 0.2, 
Jju — 0.25Hxi, — 0.25fl}g, dky^ = .25HYI^ ~ .25hyi 
i j k I OPFY AVTIY OPY 
- - 1 60.66 0.71 91.34 
- - 2 - 80.60 0.31 100.00 
- - 3 - 63.35 0.66 100.00 
. . 4 74.22 0.39 100.00 
- - 5 - 70.64 0.53 100.00 
- - 6 - 73.06 0.48 100.00 
- - 7 - 61.44 0.73 99.58 
- - 8 - 63.80 0.69 100.00 
- - 9 - 60.20 0.80 100.00 
- - 10 - 10.79 0.57 18.80 
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Table A-12 LRT: Identification ability, N = 20, a = 0.4, 
djd — 0.25^x1' ^xj ~ 0.25fijq, skyt '• = .25iiyfy dyi = .25fiy, 
i j k I OPFY AVTIY OPY 
- - 1 - 28.85 1.96 97.17 
- - 2 - 49.34 1.09 100.00 
- - 3 - 2931 1.67 100.00 
- - 4 - 40.16 1.32 100.00 
- - 5 - 37.53 1.50 100.00 
- - 6 - 40.97 1.37 100.00 
- - 7 - 27.08 1.88 100.00 
- - 8 - 29.91 1.76 99.91 
- - 9 - 25.68 2.06 100.00 
- - 10 - 8.68 1.60 37.69 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES 
This appendix compares the Two Stage Approach (TSA), the Linearization 
Approach (LA), the Square Method (SQM), the Sphere Method (SPM), and the 
Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) for the case where the sample size is equal to 20 and the 
a - level is equal to 0.01. Thus this appendix is meant to give the reader a quick 
comparison of the performance ability of each technique. 
Table B-1. Comparison of Techniques, N = 20, a = 0.1, 
= 0.25n}i;, ~ 0.25n}g, = .ZSfiyh, dyi — .25HYI 
biased biased 
X variables Y variables 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
SPM 2 10 2 4 99.69 0.01 100.00 
SQM 2 10 2 4 99.97 0.00 99.99 
TSA 2 10 2 4 71.00 0.00 71.00 
LRT 2 10 2 4 0.98 3.09 100.00 
SPM 5 10 7 9 97.51 0.05 99.03 
SQM 5 10 7 9 99.01 0.01 99.04 
TSA 5 10 7 9 97.00 0.07 100.00 
LRT 5 10 7 9 0.00 5.30 99.78 
SPM 5 8 3 _ 96.88 0.09 100.00 
SQM 5 8 3 - 97.95 0.06 100.00 
TSA 5 8 3 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
LRT 5 8 3 - 0.00 3.19 100.00 
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Table B-2. Comparison of Techniques, N = 20, a = 0.1, 
biased biased 
X variables Y variables 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
SPM _ _ 4 5 99.85 0.00 100.00 
SQM - - 4 5 99.97 0.00 99.99 
TSA - - 4 5 99.00 0.02 100.00 
LA - - 4 5 98.00 0.03 100.00 
LRT - - 4 5 73.96 0.55 100.00 
SPM 4 9 2 4 0.00 6.01 100.00 
SQM 4 9 2 4 97.37 0.16 100.00 
TSA 4 9 2 4 69.00 0.00 70.00 
LA 4 9 2 4 97.00 0.07 100.00 
LRT 4 9 2 4 0.00 6.20 100.00 
SPM 4 7 7 9 97.42 0.05 100.00 
SQM 4 7 7 9 98.12 0.04 99.96 
TSA 4 7 7 9 99.00 0.02 100.00 
LA 4 7 7 9 0.00 1.05 100.00 
LRT 4 7 7 9 0.00 2.63 100.00 
SPM 5 8 1 6.93 0.06 7.90 
SQM 5 8 1 - 0.00 0.04 0.04 
TSA 5 8 1 - 61.00 0.00 61.00 
LA 5 8 1 - 72.00 0.07 91.00 
LRT 5 8 1 - 0.00 2.59 90.35 
SPM _ _ 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
SQM - - 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
TSA - - 2 10 0.20 0.00 50.00 
LA - - 2 10 0.30 0.00 50.00 
LRT - - 2 10 7.21 0.16 54.31 
SPM 10 3 10 0.00 0.68 50.07 
SQM 10 - 3 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
TSA 10 - 3 10 0.60 0.00 50.00 
LA 10 - 3 10 30.00 0.01 65.00 
LRT 10 - 3 10 0.00 3.11 99.98 
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Table B-3. Comparison of Techniques, N = 20, a = 0.1, 
biased biased 
X variables Y variables 
i j k I OPFY AVTIY OPY 
SPM 1 3 7 9 98.20 0.08 100.00 
SQM 1 3 7 9 98.79 0.07 100.00 
TSA 1 3 7 9 99.00 0.02 100.00 
LRT 1 3 7 9 0.00 6.21 100.00 
SPM 1 6 8 _ 45.47 0.02 45.48 
SQM 1 6 8 - 0.17 0.01 0.21 
TSA 1 6 8 - 95.00 0.00 95.00 
LA 1 6 8 - 68.00 1.77 89.00 
LRT 1 6 8 - 0.00 6.26 98.69 
SPM _ 1 5 24.89 0.00 62.50 
SQM - - 1 5 0.26 0.00 50.13 
TSA - - 1 5 75.00 0.02 88.00 
LA - - 1 5 72.00 0.05 87.00 
LRT - - 1 5 71.27 0.55 95.20 
SPM 5 _ 2 9 99.01 0.02 100.00 
SQM 5 - 2 9 99.59 0.01 99.98 
TSA 5 - 2 9 99.00 0.03 100.00 
LRT 5 - 2 9 0.00 2.52 100.00 
SPM 2 10 7 9 0.00 3.02 100.00 
SQM 2 10 7 9 98.68 0.04 100.00 
TSA 2 10 7 9 99.00 0.02 100.00 
LRT 2 10 7 9 0.00 3.50 100.00 
SPM 6 8 5 7 95.76 0.22 97.96 
SQM 6 8 5 7 57.31 0.14 78.66 
TSA 6 8 5 7 99.00 0.02 100.00 
LRT 6 8 5 7 0.00 7.96 98.77 
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APPENDIX C 
IDENTIFICATION STUDY OF RSM 
This appendix contains data from a simulation study that evaluates the identification 
ability of the Rotated Square Method (RSM) given in Chapter VI. The following tables 
show how varying the number of biases, the magnitude of the bias, and the location of the 
bias will effect the identification ability of this technique. This appendix also compares die 
Square Method (SQM) with the RSM when the variance equals one. 
Table C-1 RSM; Effect of location on identification ability, 
with N = 20, a = 1, and a = .1 
Biased 
Y Variable 
Mx My OPFY AVTIY OPY 
I 17 43 17.60 0.0 17.60 
2 78 26 100.00 0.0 100.00 
3 93 37 100.00 0.0 100.00 
4 55 45 100.00 0.0 100.00 
5 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
6 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
7 15 98 99.95 0.0 99.95 
8 38 27 79.14 0.0 79.14 
9 49 87 99.80 0.0 100.00 
10 23 11 0.00 0.0 0.00 
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Table C-2 SQM: Effect of location on identification ability, 
with N = 20, a = 1, and a = .1 
Biased /tx H OPFY AVTIY OPY 
Y Variable 
1 17 43 0.53 0.0 0.53 
2 78 26 100.00 0.0 100.00 
3 93 37 100.00 0.0 100.00 
4 55 45 100.00 0.0 100.00 
5 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
6 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
7 15 98 97.48 0.0 97.48 
8 38 27 11.61 0.0 11.61 
9 49 87 100.00 0.0 100.00 
10 23 11 0.00 0.0 0.00 
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Table C-3 RSM: Identification ability, N = 10, a = 0.1,a; = 1 
— 0.25nx!: — 0.25Hyj, — '25lLyty dyi = .25HYI 
i j k I OPFY AVTIY OPY 
_ . 1 0.89 0.00 0.89 
- - 2 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ . 3 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 4 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
5 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 6 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 7 77.86 0.00 77.86 
- 8 - 15.89 0.00 15.91 
_ _ 9 99.85 0.00 100.00 
- 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 100.00 0.00 100.00 
5 10 7 9 96.72 0.05 99.45 
5 8 3 99.71 0.01 100.00 
- 4 5 100.00 0.00 100.00 
4 9 2 4 0.00 6.00 100.00 
4 7 7 9 98.76 0.01 99.57 
5 8 1 _ 0.41 0.01 0.45 
- 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
10 - 3 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
1 3 7 9 99.22 0.02 99.87 
1 6 8 16.26 0.00 16.28 
- 1 5 2.58 0.00 51.29 
5 - 2 9 98.98 0.02 100.00 
2 10 7 9 0.00 3.00 100.00 
6 8 5 7 85.1 0.02 92.54 
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Table C-4 RSM: Identification ability, N = 20, a = 0.1,0; = 1 
— 0.25H]Q, — 0.25II}q, Skfk — •25/iji, dyi = .25fLfi 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
. _ 1 • 17.60 0.00 17.60 
- 2 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
. _ 3 _ 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 4 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
. _ 5 _ 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 6 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
« _ 7 99.95 0.00 99.95 
- 8 - 79.14 0.00 79.14 
9 _ 99.80 0.00 100.00 
- 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 99.99 0.00 100.00 
5 10 7 9 96.94 0.06 99.82 
5 8 3 _ 99.79 0.01 100.00 
- 4 5 100.00 0.00 100.00 
4 9 2 4 0.00 6.00 100.00 
4 7 7 9 99.36 0.01 99.99 
5 8 1 « 15.33 0.01 15.38 
- 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
10 - 3 10 0.00 0.03 50.00 
1 3 7 9 99.60 0.02 100.00 
1 6 8 _ 78.77 0.00 78.79 
- 1 5 29.57 0.00 64.79 
5 - 2 9 98.85 0.02 100.00 
2 10 7 9 0.00 3.00 100.00 
6 8 5 7 99.76 0.01 99.89 
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 0.2, Oj = 1 
6^ 
— 0.25fi^, — O.lSfljQ, Skyl^ — •25/tjt, dyi = 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
_ ^ 1 36.87 0.00 36.88 
- - 2 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
3 _ 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 4 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ _ 5 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- 6 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
_ . 7 99.98 0.00 99.98 
- 8 - 91.34 0.00 91.36 
_ 9 _ 99.32 0.01 100.00 
- 10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 10 2 4 100.00 0.00 100.00 
5 10 7 9 94.22 0.11 99.63 
5 8 3 _ 99.13 0.03 100.00 
- 4 5 99.96 0.00 100.00 
4 9 2 4 0.00 6.00 100.00 
4 7 7 9 98.17 0.04 99.99 
5 8 1 _ 32.77 0.02 33.22 
- 2 10 0.00 0.00 50.00 
10 - 3 10 0.00 0.11 50.01 
1 3 7 9 98.32 0.08 100.00 
1 6 8 _ 90.54 0.01 90.70 
- 1 5 50.84 0.00 75.44 
5 - 2 9 97.24 0.06 100.00 
2 10 7 9 0.00 3.00 100.00 
6 8 5 7 99.09 0.06 99.59 
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Table C-6 RSM; Identification ability, N = 20, a = 0.1,0; = 0.05 
~ 0.25nxi, Sxj — 0.25fi}g, - S y j  = .25/Iyi 
i j k 1 OPFY AVTIY OPY 
- - 1 99.96 0.00 99.97 
- - 2 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 3 _ 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 4 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 5 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 6 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 7 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 8 - 100.00 0.00 100.00 
- - 9 _ 99.84 0.00 100.00 
- - 10 - 0.20 0.00 0.20 
Table C-7 SQM: Effect of location on identification ability. 
with N = 10, a = 1, and a = .1 
Biased fi^ OPFY AVTIY OPY 
Y Variable 
1 17 43 0.00 0.0 0.00 
2 78 26 100.00 0.0 100.00 
3 93 37 100.00 0.0 100.00 
4 55 45 100.00 0.0 100.00 
5 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
6 81 80 100.00 0.0 100.00 
7 15 98 24.51 0.0 24.51 
8 38 27 0.05 0.0 0.05 
9 49 87 99.99 0.0 100.00 
10 23 11 0.00 0.0 0.00 
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